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ABSTRACT

Development of an Advanced Multiple Aperture Seeing Profiler

By

Robert Broadfoot

Master of Science in Physics

Turbulence seeing profiles are an extremely important factor when considering an astronomical site. Since observations made with ground-based telescopes suffer from turbulence perturbations, which seriously degrade the image quality, adaptive optics are needed
to correct this. However, optimal design of adaptive optics systems such as Ground-Layer
Adaptive Optics (GLAO) and Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics (MCAO) rely on knowledge of the seeing profile at the site. The issue with this is that many of the current techniques to measure the seeing profile require a large telescope to perform. Therefore, a
portable device that can measure the seeing profile at a desired site is needed. Recently,
an Advanced-Multiple Aperture Seeing Profiler (A-MASP) was proposed that uses two
small telescopes and multiple solar guide stars to measure the seeing profile up to 30 km.
An initial proof-of-concept test was performed using the Dunn Solar Telescope (DST) at
the National Solar Observatory (NSO) and an aperture mask to mimic the two telescopes.
Here, we report on the initial observation results of the prototype portable A-MASP device
at Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO). We find that using multiple solar guide stars, our
A-MASP can reliably retrieve the seeing profile up to a height of 6.5 km.
ix

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Ground based telescopes suffer from the aberrations induced by the atmospheric turbulence, which degrade the image quality of observations. Thus, the seeing profile associated
with turbulence is important to characterizing an astronomical site. Furthermore, many
adaptive optics devices (AO) require knowledge of the specific site for calibration purposes.
There are many different well-developed methods for recovering the turbulence profile for
nighttime observation due to a greater interest in nighttime astronomy. However, there are
only a small number of sites available to perform the daytime calculations which are further
limited by sites that are suitable to perform these measurements.

1.2

Solar Granules

Solar granules are caused by convection below the sun’s photosphere, where hot plasma
rises to the surface in the center of the granules and begins to cool down as it returns to
the surface along the edges of the granule giving the granules the shape observed in Figure
1.1. While the parameters for solar granules are generally well known today, detailed
information about them was not known 60 years ago.
Solar granules were first believed to be observed in 1904 when a French astronomer by the
name of Pierre Janssen published a series of photographs of the sun though the idea of the
solar granule was debated at the time Schwarzschild [1959]. As technology for observation
began to improve, interest in solar activity began to grow in the mid 1900’s. Astronomers
such as Rosche and Schwarzchild began to study the granules to attempt to discern their
characteristics. According to Schwarzschild [1959], using a balloon to carry a camera to
a high altitude, the average size of a solar granule was observed to be as small as 300 km
and as large as around 1800 km , it was also observed to have an irregular shape. However,
at the time, he was unable to discern anymore information accurately from his data Bahng
and Schwarzschild [1961b]. Later, in 1961, a pair of papers were published outlining what
was believed to be the temperature fluctuations and the lifetime of a solar granule Bahng
and Schwarzschild [1961a, b]. It was found that the average granule lasted between 8 and
20 minutes.
Solar granulation plays an important role in daytime seeing measurements. Measurement
1

Figure 1.1: An example of solar granules and a sunspot. Image courtesy of NASA-APOD
techniques such as S-DIMM+ Scharmer and van Werkhoven [2010], MASP Ren et al.
[2015], and A-MASP Ren and Zhao [2016] rely on solar granules to obtain the seeing
profile. Since solar granules are so small compared to other features on the sun, for a
smaller telescope, good seeing is required to resolve them.

1.3

Types of Seeing Profile Measurement Methods

Seeing profile measurement methods are broken into two types: scintillation based and
slope based methods. Each has an advantage for observation as well as some significant
drawbacks.

1.3.1

Scintillation based methods

Scintillation based observation methods include Multi-Aperture Scintillation sensors (MASS,
Tokovinin et al. [2003]), SCIntillation Detection and Ranging (SCIDAR, Vernin and MunozTunon [1994]; Egner et al. [2007]), and SHAdow BAnd Ranger (SHABAR, Beckers [2001]).
These normally are used for nighttime measurements and rely on the use of guide stars to
obtain the seeing profile. While the solar granules we are observing are being treated as
guide stars, they are also considered two-dimensional extended structures like the solar
limb, and the scintillation based methods are not suitable for observing these Ren and Zhao
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[2016]. Scintillation measurement methods are good however for observing ground layer
turbulence. SHABAR for example used during the daytime, can only obtain the atmospheric profile up to 500 m Beckers [2001] which is ideal for measuring the ground layer.

1.3.2

Slope based methods

Slope based methods include SLOpe Detection and Ranging (SLODAR, Wilson [2002];
Butterley et al. [2006]) and Solar-Differential Image Motion Monitor + (S-DIMM+, Scharmer
and van Werkhoven [2010]). These are suitable for both nightime and daytime turbulence
measurements. Methods like S-DIMM+ measure wavefronts in different directions using a
wide-field Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensor (SHWS) to retrieve the turbulence profile at
a maximum height of 30 km. This has been proven to be an effective method for obtaining
the daytime seeing profile twice in Scharmer and van Werkhoven [2010]; Townson et al.
[2015]. The major drawback to the slope based mthods is that they require a telescope of
1-meter or larger to obtain the seeing profile. At a new potential site, a telescope that size
will not exist.

1.4

The Reason for Developing A-MASP

Techniques to measure the atmospheric seeing profile such as Solar-Differential Image Motion Monitor+ (S-DIMM+, Scharmer and van Werkhoven [2010]), require a large telescope
for the measurement. When a new site is being surveyed, generally no large telescope is
available to take these measurements. There are currently only six large (1-meter or larger)
telescopes in the world that can perform these types of measurements. While others, such
as the Daniel K. Inoue Solar telescope, are still being built. Since this knowledge is necessary for a selection of an astronomical site, a solution is needed.. Multiple Aperture Solar
Seeing Profiler (MASP) Ren et al. [2015]was suggested as a way to fulfill this need. MASP
would use two 400 mm telescopes to obtain the turbulence profile up to 30 km. The issue,
was that due to the size of the two telescopes they would need to be controlled separately,
which introduces many problems into the system Ren and Zhao [2016]. Furthermore, it requires the use of Shack-Hartmann Wavefront Sensors (SHWS) along with the relay optics
required in order for the system to function properly. Advanced-Multiple Aperture Seeing
Profiler (A-MASP) Ren and Zhao [2016]was introduced as a solution to the complexities
of MASP. It uses two smaller telescopes which allows it to be controlled as a single device
as the weight will not be too much for a single system to handle and does not require the

3

use of SHWS while still delivering the same theoretical performance as MASP. This will
allow for the device to be easily transported and setup and any potential site to obtain the
seeing profile measurements. As a low-cost and portable system, A-MASP is especially
suitable for a new site measurement where no large solar telescope facility is available.

1.5

Research Limitations

While the goal of the A-MASP system is to provide a similar functionality to MASP but
without the complexities involved, this thesis will not focus on reaching the 30 km turbulence profile altitude desired by a fully functioning system. Instead, the research focuses on
the functionality of a prototype that by design, is limited to a maximum altitude of 6.5 km.
Our goal is to test the functionality of the smaller A-MASP system and see if it is possible
for it to recover a usable turbulence profile. Furthermore, our goal is to test A-MASP in
multiple locations to see if it can retrieve the turbulence profile at different locations with
noticeably different seeing. Finally, this thesis is not developing any new mathematical
or scientific theory, all of the concepts are building on work done in publications such as
Scharmer and van Werkhoven [2010]; Ren et al. [2015]; Ren and Zhao [2016]. The goal is
simply to test the initial functionality of the portable A-MASP device.

1.6

Outline

In Chapter 2, we will discuss the experimental methods used in this research. Specifically,
it will focus on the theory, specifics on the instrumentation, data reduction, procedure for
both acquiring data and processing the data, and key concepts to maximizing the quality
of observational data taken using the portable A-MASP setup. Chapter 3 will focus on the
the results obtained from taking data at Castaic lake and Big Bear Solar observatory and
provide discussion of the significance of them. Furthermore, it will show the theoretical
model we are using to fit the data as well as display how well the data fits the current
model. Finally, Chapter 4 will summarize everything covered in the thesis and outline
possible future endeavors with A-MASP.

4

Chapter 2
Methods
2.1
2.1.1

A-MASP Methodology
Principle based on S-DIMM+

The principle of A-MASP was discussed in Ren and Zhao [2016] and is based on the methods developed by Scharmer and van Werkhoven [2010]. Originally, turbulence profiles
could be obtained using SHWFS observations of binary stars for night time seeing as detailed in (Butterley et al. [2006]; Wilson [2002]). Kellerer et al. [2012] was able to apply
a similar method to obtain solar seeing profile measurements using small regions of the
solar granule structure of around 800 x800 ~1000 x1000 as guide stars. The vertical resolution and
maximum height of measurement are two of the most important parameters. The vertical
resolution defines the smallest vertical height the SHWFS can measure, and is given by
dh = w/θ where w is the SHWFS sub-aperture size projected on to the telescope aperture
and θ is the angle of two guide stars. The maximum measurement altitude determines the
highest altitude the combined device can effectively measure and is given by H = D/θ
where D is the effective diameter of the telescope used for the measurement. The primary
difference with A-MASP, is that the need for two sub-apertures and a SHWFS is removed
and the device is replaced with two small telescopes and cameras. The mathematics used
for the calculations are the same.

2.1.2

Theory

Assume that for M GSs, the relative image slopes or displacements are either along the
longitudinal direction (x component) or perpendicular component (y component) to the
line connecting the centers of the two telescopes. Again, assume that one telescope is
located on the original, and the second one is located a distance s from the first one. For
any GS combination between two GSs, the field angle of the first GS is assumed to be zero,
while the second GS is at an angle of θ relative to the first one and the third one has an
angle of 2θ , and so on. The last GS (i.e., number M ) has an angle of (M − 1)θ. For N
layers of atmospheric turbulence, the measured relative shift of the first guide star is the
added contribution of each layer located at a height of hn projected along the telescope
line-of-sight
5

Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Items

Values

Telescope Aperture
127 mm
Telescope Focal Length
1540 mm
Number of Telescopes
2
Telescope Separation
298.45 mm
Telescope Focal Ratio
f/12.1
Filter
450nm
Exposure Time
7.5ms
Camera Pixel Number
3096x2080
Pixel Scale
.3200
Processor
Intel Core i7-7700HQ 2.8 GHz (8 Core)
Memory
12 GB
USB 3.0 Ports
2
Table 2.1: A-MASP instrument specifications
N
X
δx1 (s, 0) =
(xn (s) − xn (0)),

(2.1)

n=1

where xn (0) means the measurement is done in the first telescope and xn (s) means that of
the second telescope, which has a separation s away from the first telescope.
In A-MASP, linearly aligned small regions on the solar surface are used a guide stars. For
the k-th guide star, the measured relative shift is
δxk (s, θk ) =

N
X

(xn (s + θk hn ) − xn (θk hn )),

(2.2)

n=1

where θk = (k − 1)θ is the angular separation between the first guide star and the k-th
guide star.
The covariance between δx1 and δxk is defined as hδx1 δxk i, where h·i represents the average over a large number of short exposure images. The covariance can be calculated
as
hδx1 δx2 i =

N
X

cn Fx (s, θk , hn ).

n=1

Similarly, in the y-direction we have

6

(2.3)

hδy1 δy2 i =

N
X

cn Fy (s, θk , hn ),

(2.4)

n=1

while Fx and Fy are given by

Fx (s, θk , hn ) = I((θk hn − s)/Def f , 0)/2 + I((θk hn + s)/Def f , 0)/2
− I(θk hn /Def f , 0),

(2.5)

Fy (s, θk , hn ) = I((θk hn − s)/Def f , π/2)/2 + I((θk hn + s)/Def f , π/2)/2
− I(θk hn /Def f , π/2),

(2.6)

where I(u, 0) and I(u, π/2) are the atmospheric structure functions, and Def f is the effective diameter of the area over which the wavefront slopes are averaged.
For the circular apertures we used, I(u, 0)and I(u, π/2) have the forms according to Kellerer
[2015]
I(u, 0) = 1.95 − u1/3 w1/3 (10 + 1.71u−5.5/3 w−1 + 8.45u−11/3 w−2 )/9,

(2.7)

I(u, π/2) = 1.96 − u1/3 w−1/5.5 (5 + 1.14u−5.5/3 w−1 )/3,

(2.8)

where w = 1 + 1.14u−5.5/3 .
Since an extended region is used as a guide star, the size of the effective diameter Def f is
given by
Def f = D + hn ϕ

(2.9)

where ϕ is the guide star size of the extended object in radians and hn is the altitude.
Equations (2.3) and (2.4) can be solved for the coefficient cn , which is related to the Fried
parameter r0 , which represents the overall quality of seeing, of the layer at hn through
−5/3

cn = 0.358λ2 r0

7

D,

(2.10)

Index of GSs
Altitude (km)

10
0.7

9
0.8

8
0.9

7
1.1

6
1.3

5
1.6

4
2.1

3
3.2

2
6.5

Table 2.2: Measured altitudes above the A-MASP
where λ is the wavelength, z is the zenith angle.
We can also express the results in terms of the atmospheric refractive index of each layer
as
Cn2 = 0.16(hn )−1/3 cos(z)cn .

The total Fried parameter can be calculated as
 2
Z
2π
−1
r0 = [0.423
cos (z) Cn2 (h)dh]−3/5 .
λ

(2.11)

(2.12)

Substituting Equation (2.11) into Equation (2.12) yields the total Fried parameter in the
discrete layer case as
X
r0 = [0.358−1 λ−2
Def f cn ]−3/5 .
(2.13)

2.1.3

Vertical Resolution and Maximum Height of Measurement

The vertical resolution and maximum height of measurement are the two most important
parameters for the measurement of the atmospheric turbulence seeing profile. The vertical
resolution and maximum measurement height of our instrument changes with the variation
in the size of the guide star. In A-MASP, linearly aligned small regions on the solar surface
are used as guide stars. The turbulence layer located at a height of s/θk can be measured,
where s is the distance between the two telescopes, which gives 298.45 mm in our system.
θk = (k − 1)θ is the angular separation between the first guide star and the k-th guide star
(GS), and θ is the angular separation of two adjacent GSs.
If we set the number of guide stars as 10 and θ = 9.800 , which corresponds to 30 pixels in
the image, the maximum height we can reach is 6.5 km. Assuming that the turbulence is
concentrated in discrete layers, each with an infinitesimally small (or very small) thickness,
we can calculate the measured altitude above the telescope as shown in Table 2.2. The
8

vertical resolution is higher for the lower altitude, which is consistent with our measurement
requirements, since the turbulence in low altitude is much stronger, and therefore should
be measured with a better altitude resolution. Note that the strength of the ground layer at
a height of 0 km is not listed on the table. In order to retrieve the ground layer, the strength
of the total turbulence is needed. In the case of k = 1, and θk = 0, only one guide star is
used, and the instrument is the same as a traditional DIMM. Thus the total turbulence can
be measured, and the strength of the ground layer can be found by subtracting the other
layers from the total turbulence.

2.1.4

Using Two Individual Telescopes

For A-MASP, the two telescopes may have a relative position shift during the seeing profile measurement. In Ren et al. [2015], a technique was developed which can effectively
remove the position shift between the two telescopes and retrieve the seeing profile. To do
this, equations (2.3) and (2.4) were modified for the case with guiding errors. For the seeing measurement, the relative displacement of the same target observed through different
sub apertures δx(s, α) is measured, where s is the distance of the two subapertures and α is
the field angle of the target. Since the two subapertures are located at different telescopes,
the measured quantity
δx(s, α) = δx̃(s, α) + σ,

(2.14)

where x̃(s, α) is the term caused by atmospheric turbulence and σ is the displacement between the two telescopes in each short exposure due to the guiding error in each telescope.
For individual exposures, the orientations of the telescopes are fixed, and σ is also a fixed
value for each field direction. Thus the different value between δx1 (s, 0) and δx1 (s, α) will
not contain a differential orientation error anymore.
h(δx1 − δxk )2 i = h(δx̃1 − δx̃k )2 i.

(2.15)

Expanding both sides, we obtain
hδx1 δxk i = hδx̃1 δx̃k i − hδx̃21 i/2 − hδx̃2k i/2 + hδx21 i/2
+ hδx2k i/2.

(2.16)

9

According to equation (2.3), we have
hδx̃1 δx̃k i =

N
X

cn Fx (s, θ, hn ),

(2.17)

n=1

and
hδx̃21 i = hδx̃2k i =

N
X

cn Fx (s, 0, hn ) =

n=1

N
X

cn I(s/Def f , 0).

(2.18)

n=1

Substituting equations (2.17) and (2.18) into (2.16), we obtain
hδx1 δxk i =

N
X

cn Fx (s, θk , hn ) + ∆x ,

(2.19)

cn Fy (s, θk , hn ) + ∆y ,

(2.20)

n=1

and similarly for the y-direction
hδy1 δyk i =

N
X
n=1

where
∆x = hδx21 i/2 + hδx2k i/2 −
∆y = hδy12 i/2 + hδyk2 i/2 −

X

X

cn I(s/Def f , 0),

(2.21)

cn I(s/Def f , π/2),

(2.22)

are used to remove the relative position shift between the two telescopes on the x and
y-directions respectively.
The primary problem with the two-telescope calculation exists when θ = 0. We find that
the result of equation (18) provides no information for the total turbulence profile, meaning
that the ground layer of turbulence cannot be calculated. To avoid this, we mounted the
telescopes on the same fixed mount and pointed them at the same solar region. Further
image processing was performed to remove any excess shift between the two images in
the telescopes. This allowed us to treat the telescopes as two sub-apertures and use the
equations outlined in 2.1.2. Our goal was to have a maximum difference of only one pixel
between the images. The methods we used to achieve this this will be outlined in this paper.
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2.1.5

Guide Star Selection and Normalized Cross-Correlation

In the A-MASP, multiple guide stars are needed. For solar daytime measurements, a small
image region is used to emulate a guide star. Its position shift related to the reference image
was determined by using the traditional normalized cross-correlation. In each image, five
rows were selected, where each row contained 10 guide stars. The size of each guide star
was 30x30 pixels. which corresponds to a 9.800 x9.800 FOV on the sky. The first guide star
was chosen with 30 pixels offset from the border. Once the first guide star was determined,
other guide stars were selected one by one without overlapping.
Once the guide stars were selected, we used the normalized cross-correlation to calculate
the position shift for each guide star in each image. The following formula was used to
calculate the normalized cross-correlation between the two images:
P
¯
¯
x,y [I1 (x, y) − I1 ][I2 (x, y) − I2 ]
(2.23)
γ(i.j) = qP
P
2
2
¯
¯
x,y [I1 (x, y) − I1 ]
x,y [I2 (x, y) − I2 ]

Through this step, we can find the image position shift along the x and y-direction. We
then used a bi-cubic interpolation to find the position shift with sub-pixel precision Lofdahl
[2010]. The resulting shift value was converted to the corresponding angle on the sky by
using the pixel scale of our system of .3200 /pixel.
To find the camera field of view and from that the pixel scale, we used the following equations
F OV (arcminutes) = [detector width(mm) ∗ 3460]/f ocal length(mm),

(2.24)

pixel scale(arcsec) = [F OV (arcminutes)/number of pixels width] ∗ 60.

(2.25)

2.1.6

Instrumentation

Our A-MASP system Ren and Zhao [2016] consists of two 127 mm aperture Orion MaksutovCassegrain telescopes. In order to test the two telescopes, as a single unit a custom mount
was developed for a CGEM motorized azimuth telescope mount. The rings were developed to allow the left telescope to move with respect to the fixed right telescope so both
were pointing at the same solar region. Two ZWO ASI178MM 14-bit CCD cameras with
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Figure 2.1: The ZWO ASI178mm camera
a 3096x2080 pixel array were attached to the ends of the telescopes. To protect the equipment from damage, we used two blue light solar filters centered at 450 nm with a band-pass
of 100 nm. The computer used was an HP OMEN laptop with 8 processing cores. The
image acquisition software was created using Labview 2017 with the NI-Vision package.
Image processing was performed using Labview and Matlab. Details of the instrument’s
specifications are listed in table 2.1.

2.1.7

Limitations of the Instrumentation

The quality of the data collection is severely limited by the instrumentation chosen. We
found that when taking two simultaneous images with two separate cameras, USB 3.0 was
required to handle the large amounts of data being sent to the computer. USB 2.0 was sufficient when only taking image data with one camera, but the image quality distorted heavily
when attempting to use it for two cameras. Computer memory also became am issue. The
available memory (12 Gb) in the laptop was barely sufficient to control both cameras. The
data was good when the computer was allowed to run with no other background tasks being performed. However, if the computer was used for a secondary purpose while data was
being collected, the images became unusable. Figure 2.1 shows an example of the images
when the computer was used to multitask during data collection. The alternating between
light and dark images corresponds to a 20,000 average pixel intensity difference.
A second issue involved the tracking ability of the CGEM mount. Despite the mount being
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Figure 2.2: A-MASP setup
in proper balance with all of the correct settings, the mount still had difficulty tracking the
sun properly. The telescope would drift from the desired region of interest on the sun by as
much as 500 pixels by the end of the data set. The methods used to correct these limitations
will be outlined in the subsequent sections of this paper.

2.1.8

Procedure for Acquiring Raw Data

The procedure for acquiring the raw data is broken into separate steps. The first is the
initial setup and balancing of the telescope. Due to the nature of the data being collected
and the operation of the telescope mount, the mount must be aligned with the counterweight
pointing towards magnetic north. Once that step is completed the dual telescope mount can
be attached to the primary mount. At this point we decided that the left telescope adjusted
using the telescope rings and the right telescope would remain fixed. The telescopes then
can be secured to the dual mount. It does not matter which direction the two telescopes are
facing as long as they are facing in the same direction. Once a direction has been chosen,
the mount setting can be changed to reflect that the telescopes are pointing off the axis
to either the east or the west. Before any further steps are taken, the telescope must be
balanced to improve the overall tracking and to prevent wear on the motor.
The telescope must be balanced in two areas. First is the right ascension (RA) which
controls the polar axis of the telescope. Per the mount user manual, it is desirable to leave
13

Figure 2.3: An example of a telescope balanced in DEC
a very slight imbalance to ensure the best possible tracking. Secondly the mount must be
balanced in declination (DEC). Figure 2. shows the ideal balance position for DEC which
demonstrate the balance between the counterweight and the telescopes. Once this step
has been completed, the remaining settings such as location and time, date, and target can
be set. Once the target has been centered in the right telescope, the left telescope can be
adjusted using the rings so that is is pointing to the same solar region as the right.
Once the initial setup is completed, the telescopes must be focused and the camera settings
set to the proper values. When the program is run and the cameras are selected, the default
settings for the camera will be appear in the settings window in Labview. Most of these
settings do not need to be changed. The only settings that will need to be changed are
gain, gamma, and exposure time. The justification for this will be discussed in subsequent
sections. The values we chose were gain = 1, gamma = 2, and exposure time = 7.5 ms.
Finally, the cameras must be set to acquire data in 16-bits rather than the default 8-bits.
Finally the amount of images to take must be selected. We found that our calculations
required at least 100 images to be successful. We took 150 to account for images that must
be removed from consideration due to various flaws discussed later in this paper.

2.1.9

Gain and Gamma

Gain per CCD basics is the conversion of the electrons recorded by the CCD and the
number of counts in the CCD image. According to Michael Newberry from Mirametrics inc., many measurements made based on CCD data are made using the counts rather
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Figure 2.4: An example of an image with high gain and gamma with low exposure (left)
and low gain and gamma with high exposure (right)
than the electrons that the CCD image records. A count according to Michael Richmond
at the Rochester Institute of Technology, is the voltage passed from the hardware to the
software as the pixel’s value. Counts are also called data numbers (DN) and analog-todigital units (ADU). Also according to Professor Richmond, the gain can be expressed by
of electrons per pixel
. A higher gain will result in more electrons per pixel and
Gain = number
number of counts per pixel
therefore more counts per pixel. A drawback of higher gain is that it can increase the noise
in an image. Many professional grade programs can compensate for the excess noise and
use a higher gain setting and lower exposure time as a result. We found that we were unable
to do so and set the gain value to the lowest possible setting to eliminate the excess noise.
See Fig. for an example of an image taken with a low gain setting and high gain setting
with our program.
Gamma is used to code and decode brightness in an image (Reinhard et al., 79). Normally,
a camera perceives brightness as a linear function. If twice the number of photons hit the
detector, the signal is doubled. Gamma encoding an image will cause the camera to behave
more like the human eye. The eye perceives gamma as a power function rather than a
linear function. This implies that if the amount of photons hitting the eye is doubled, the
brightness we perceive is not necessarily doubled. The gamma setting in Labview refers
to the overall display gamma. This means that a higher gamma setting will result in an
unrealistically brightened image. To counteract this, we set the gamma setting to a much
lower setting. Setting both gain and gamma to low values will result in a much darker
image, which must be compensated for with a higher exposure time.
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2.1.10

Image Acquisition and Exposure

Our seeing profile measurements were carried out at Castaic Lake between June 18th-June
20th 2018 and at Big Bear Solar Observatory on June 22nd 2018. At Castaic lake we began
our measurements between 7:30 AM and 8:30 AM for a duration of one hour. About 14
bursts of 150 images were taken every day. To account for the low gain and gamma, the
exposure time was on the order of 7.5 ms. The time between each image was much longer
than 10 ms, which is longer than the coherence time of daytime turbulence Kellerer et al.
[2012], thus any two images are uncorrelated with each other. The total observation time
for each group was 120-200 seconds. At Big Bear Solar Observatory, the settings were
similar, however, data was taken over the course of four hours due to favorable seeing
conditions where observation began at 10 AM.
At the end of each day, dark and flat-field images were taken using similar settings to
the observational data. For the flat-field data we recorded about 400 images per day at
Castaic Lake and 1000 at Big Bear Solar Observatory by pointing the telescope away from
the sun and removing the solar filters. We then covered the telescopes with a white cloth
to wash out the incoming intensity and make it appear uniform on capture window. The
images were later corrected for the dark current and then averaged to calculate a gain table
correction

2.2
2.2.1

Image Preprocessing and Calculations
Image Preprocessing

In the procedure for acquiring raw data, we listed a series of steps to take to minimize
potential errors in the raw data. However, due to limitations of the instrumentation, preprocessing must be performed on the images to make the usable for data reduction. The
preprocessing is broken down into four separate steps. The first is image motion correction.
This corrects for the tracking error with the telescope mount. The second step corrects for
any slight shift or rotation between two telescopes. The third step is Flat-Field and Dark
correction of the image. This corrects for image anomalies and for a concept known as
vignetting. The last step is contrast calculating which is used to remove anomalous images
from consideration during the data reduction phase.
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Figure 2.5: An example of the pattern selected to compare and shift the images in a set.
The structure chosen in this case was the corner of a sunspot
2.2.2

Image Motion Correction

As outlined in the “Limitations of Instrumentation” section, we found that the CGEM
mount had difficulty tracking the sun over the course of one 2.5 minute data set. This
resulted in a relative shift between the first and last images of as much as 500 pixels. Our
desire during the calculation process is to be able to calculate the exact same region of the
sun in both telescopes over the course of the calculations. To correct this we developed
a program in Labview that used pattern recognition to detect the shift between the images
and correct for it. The program detected the center of the the region of interest in the pattern
on the first image in the set and the location of the center of the pattern in each subsequent
image and shifted it by the difference between the two. This resulted in each image in the
set being shifted by an increasing amount with the final image being shifted by the greatest
amount to account for the drift over time. This process was performed independently in
the two telescopes. It does not account for any shift between the two telescopes, only the
shift from one image in the set to the next. The results ended up with every image in the set
being offset by only a few pixels, which is what is expected in a normal observation. We
found that the amount of shift between each of the images was controlled by selecting a
smaller region of interest as a pattern (around 40 to 50 pixels). Furthermore, we found that
for the highest degree of accuracy when matching patterns, a unique solar structure, such
as a sunspot, needed to be used.
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Figure 2.6: An example of an image after correction
2.2.3

Telescope Alignment

The second step involves correcting any shift or rotation that exists between the two telescopes. We found that despite our best efforts to align each telescope exactly to the same
solar region, there was still a separation between the two telescopes as well as a slight
difference in the rotation of the two cameras. To correct for this we wrote a program in
Labview that corrects both the rotation and shift of one of the telescopes with respect to
the other. We chose to correct the left telescope with respect to the right one as the position of the right telescope was fixed. We found that a rotation difference of as small as .3◦
prevented us from finding the turbulence profile.
Unfortunately, the program was not strong enough to detect the rotation between the two
telescopes. We used Astroart to manually find the rotation difference between the two
telescopes as well as the separation. Once those values were found, we input the parameters
into Labview and corrected for it. We then used Astroart to verify the images were rotated
and shifted properly. We found the rotation between the two telescopes to be 4.8◦ . The
separation between the two telescopes varied as we were constantly making adjustments.
The average separation was on the order of 150 pixels in the x-direction and 70 pixels in
the y-direction.
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Figure 2.7: Anomalies due to dust particles as they appear in regular images (left) and
flat-field images (right)
2.2.4

Flat-Field and Dark Correction

Once the images were corrected for both rotation and shift, we could begin the process of
correcting for flat-field and dark current. Flat-field images are used to correct abnormalities
in an image due to motes of dust on the camera or telescope lens as well as other potential lens imperfections. Secondly, flat-field also corrects for a process called vignetting.
Vignetting is the reduction of brightness near the edges of image as opposed to the center. (see Figures 2.7, 2.8). The method we used to take flat-field images is outlined in the
“Image Acquisition and Exposure” section.
Dark images correct for defects in the camera such as hot or dead pixels. To take these
images, we placed the lens caps on the ends of each of the telescopes and maximized the
exposure time.
To correct for flat-field and dark, we used a custom made matlab program that could process
the data from both telescopes simultaneously. The first image in the set for the raw data,
the flat-field, and the dark current are selected for each of the telescopes. Each image was
then corrected using the following formula
Corrected Image =

(raw image − dark) ∗ avg(f lat − dark)
.
(f lat − dark)
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(2.26)

Figure 2.8: An example of an image with the dynamic range altered to emphasize the
effects of vignetting around the edges
2.2.5

Contrast Calculation and Filtering

Contrast calculating is performed using the same program that performed the flat and dark
correction. A 500x500 pixel region of interest is taken in the center of the image to maximize the brightness and the rest of the image is discarded. The images are then combined
into a single image file. The contrast is then calculated for the two telescopes. Contrast
calculation is given by
contrast =

max(image) − min(image)
.
max(image) + min(image)

(2.27)

Once the contrast calculation is complete, a graph is displayed for each telescope showing
the contrast comparison for every image in each set. Ideally, both of the graphs will be close
to identical with one perhaps having a slightly higher contrast than the other depending on
versions conditions. The contrast graphs are also a good indicator to check for any images
in the set that stand out and can be removed from consideration by setting the contrast
minimum and maximum to different values. If an image in one telescope is removed from
consideration, the corresponding image in the other telescope is also removed to maintain
a balance for calculations.
The contrast graphs also serve as a good indication of the overall quality of the data taken.
If the graphs between the two images look nothing alike, then it can be generally assumed
that the data is not usable.
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Figure 2.9: The GUIs for the flat and dark analysis (left) and the seeing calculations (right)
2.2.6

Procedure for Calculations

A second matlab program was written to perform all of the calculations outlined in the
theory section. The first step is to select the first image from the combined images created
during the contrast calculations. Next, the telescope parameters must be entered. These
parameters include the central wavelength of the solar filter in nm, the separation of the
telescopes in mm and finally the pixel angle of the cameras in arcsec. Next, the guide star
parameters need to entered. GS size refers to the pixel size of the guide star. For example,
30 would correspond to a 30x30 pixel guide star. Begin point refers to the placement of the
first guide star along the main diagonal of the image matrix. Row num refers to the to total
number of guide star rows you wish to use in the calculation. GS num refers to the number
of guide stars in each row. GS separation refers to the separation of the guide stars in each
row, not the separation of the rows. The number must always be equal to or greater than
the guide star size to prevent overlap. The final parameter to enter is the layer number. We
found that using three times the number of guide stars as layers ensured the accuracy of our
data. The values we chose for out calculations are outlined in Table 2.3.
It is important to note, that the flat and bias results from the preprocessing must be present
in the same folder as the the calculation program for the images to be calculated. When
the calculations have been performed, the results should be saved separately as subsequent
sets will overwrite the data.
Once the parameters have been entered, the first row of guide stars can be displayed on
the left image to verify the desired placement. Then the calculations can be performed by
pressing “r0 and cn calculations”. The system will save all of the parameters as variables
to allow us to verify the results of the calculations. The system will then output a graph
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Parameter
Wavelength (nm)
separation (mm)
pixel angle (arc sec)
GS size
begin point
row num
GS num
GS separation
layer number

Value
450
298.45
0.32
30
20
3
10
30
10

Table 2.3: An example of the parameters we used to calculated the turbulence profile with
A-MASP
showing the x and y-components of the Cn2 plot versus the calculated altitudes as well as
the cross-correlation plot. In the output window for matlab, the discrete r0 result for both x
and y directions will be displayed.
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Chapter 3
Results
3.1

General Information About the Results

The seeing at Castaic lake was generally poor, with the Fried parameter never going above
5 cm. Furthermore, we used the data from Castaic lake to discover many of the initial
issues we discovered with the device and developed procedures to overcome it with later
data sets. Therefore we cannot have confidence in the overall quality of the data obtained
from Castaic lake. Due to this fact, we decided not to consider the results from the lake as
part of our attempts to recover a turbulence profile.
The data at Big Bear Solar Observatory was taken next to the Goode Solar Telescope (Figure 3.1) and therefore benefiting from the excellent conditions that exist at that site. The
seeing for the entire day was good to excellent with the peak viewing time being from 1:00
pm to 2:00 pm. We chose to focus our results on the data obtained from 1:00 to 1:40 as that
is when we saw the greatest variation in the turbulence profile.
The shown results will focus on the x-direction of data obtained only to compare with the
data obtained in Scharmer and van Werkhoven [2010] and Ren et al. [Publication pending].
The x-direction of data refers to the data moving perpendicular to the line of sight to the sun
while the y-direction refers to data obtained along the line of sight to the sun. We used 30
guide stars to obtain 10 layers of turbulence up to a maximum height of 6500 m. We found
the the calculations needed at least twice the amount of guide stars as layers calculated and
we added the the extra guide stars to ensure the accuracy of the retrieved data.

3.2

Fried Parameter

During our observation at BBSO we hoped to see Fried parameter results between 7 cm and
13 cm. During the course of our observation at BBSO, the Fried parameter never dropped
below 8 cm, when agrees with values we were told by the BBSO scientists. The peak value
for the day occurred at the data set from 1:02 pm to 1:05 pm when the Fried parameter
reached 19.7 cm. Average seeing is generally considered to be near 10 cm where excellent
seeing is near the 20 cm mark. Figure 3.2 shows the evolution of the seeing profile during
the time we are focusing on for recovering the turbulence profile. The Fried parameter
varied wildly from set to set during this time but never dropped below our desired range.
On average, the value was near or above 10 cm for this observation time frame. The average
value we found for the day was between 9 and 10 cm. We chose this particular time frame
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Figure 3.1: The Goode Solar Telescope at Big Bear Solar Observatory

Figure 3.2: Various Fried parameter results for 12:57-1:41 pm
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Figure 3.3: The turbulence profile for the three data sets. 1:02-1:05, 1:19-1:22, and 1:381:41
due to the favorable wind conditions coming from the lake which helps mitigate the groundlayer turbulence.

3.3

Initial Results of the Turbulence Profile

We chose three specific turbulence profiles to show the variation in the obtained values over
the time frame from 1:00 pm to 1:40 pm (Figure 3.3). The criteria we were judging our data
on was based on the strength of the ground layer of turbulence with respect to the rest of the
turbulence profile, and the overall variation of the turbulence profile plot for the duration of
the set. We chose to find 10 layers of turbulence to reflect the settings used in both Ren et al.
[Publication pending] (Figure 3.4), and Scharmer and van Werkhoven [2010] (figure 3.5).
Overall we found the ground layer to represent the greatest contribution to the strength of
the turbulence profile as we expected. This also agrees with the two previously mentioned
publications. Secondly, because our system had a lower overall maximum altitude than
the two publications, we expected to see more variation in our overall turbulence profile
as based on the calculation for maximum height, many of the nodes would appear low in
the atmosphere and clumped together. This results in a greater sensitivity of our device at
lower altitudes. We would expect the variation to disappear as we increase the maximum
height unless we increase the overall amount of layers we calculate. It should be noted that
for data comparisons with Ren et al. [Publication pending] , we are comparing our data to
the two sub-aperture results and not the two telescope results for the reasons outlined in
2.1.4. Overall, our data agrees with the general shape of the data from both publications
for the first 6500 m. The primary difference between the sets is that the second data point
for our data is at the 700 m mark whereas it is 1000 m in the other two publications which
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Figure 3.4: The results taken from the Dunn Solar Telescope (DST) by Ren et al. [publication pending]. Blue represents the data processed using equations in 2.12. Orange
represents equations in 2.14.
reflects our fifth data point. The later data points in our data more closely align with the
next data points in both publications and line up closely with their overall shape. It should
be noted that we are basing our comparison off data trends and how we perceive different
layers of the the atmosphere to behave. The numbers themselves should not line up as the
turbulence profile will be different for different locations.
3.4

Fitting the Data to Theoretical Models

We fit our data using the Hufnagle-Valley Boundary model (HVB) for daytime measurements developed by Hill et al. [2003]. The original form of the equation is given by.

2
CnHV
(h)






h + h0
h + h0 10
−23
exp −
= AHV 2.2x10
s1
s1


h + h0
+ 10−16 exp −
,
s2

(3.1)

which is primarily a nighttime equation and does not consider the effects of the sun on
ground-layer turbulence. Where AHV represents the strength of the turbulence in the upper
layer, s1 represents the height of that layer, s2 represents the height of an arbitrary layer, h0
represents the altitude of the observation site, and h represents the height of the layer along
the line of site.
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Figure 3.5: Results obtained by S-DIMM+ Scharmer and van Werkhoven [2010]
Hill et al. [2003]added an extra term to the equation while working on the Daniel K. Inouye
Solar Telescope (DKIST) site survey team.
Cn2 (h)

=

2
CnHV
(h)


+ AB exp −

h



s3

(3.2)

where AB represents the strength of the boundary layer of turbulence and s3 represents the
height of the layer.
We found that the term added by Hill et al. [2003] was insufficient to fit our data as the
original paper did not consider the full strength of the ground layer of turbulence. We
added an extra term to the added portion to correct for this. The new equation is seen
below
2
Cn2 (h) = CnHV
(h) + AB exp(−(h/s3 )m ).

(3.3)

We fit our data using the turbulence profile from 1:02-1:05 as that reflected the best seeing
of the day as well as the turbulence profile with the most variation. We found that we needed
to correct the height of the measured turbulence. To this point we have been finding Cn2 dh
as the result of our data and have been looking at the turbulence profile generally. Since
the HVB model uses Cn2 values, and relies on data along the line of sight, we introduced a
cos(z) term where z is the zenith angle to put the data along the line of sight and convert
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our height to the proper altitude. Furthermore, to simplify the equation, we set dh = 1m
which means that every calculated layer is very small. This would essentially allow to
calculate a large number of layers if we so desired. This fits with the small layer scenario
we used in Ren et al. [Publication pending]. Based on this assumption, we used equation
(30) to calculate the results of the theoretical Cn2 (hi ).
To find the unknown coefficients, we can solve for them using the following non linear
equation by fitting it with all of the measured discrete data based on least squares through
minimizing
N nh
o
i
X
2
2
2
χ =
CnHV (hi ) + AB exp(−hi /s3 ) − Cn (hi ) 2 ,
(3.4)
i=1

where Cn2 (hi ) are the measured data, and N is the number of total turbulence layers.
2

Based on equation (31) we found the unknown coefficients to be AHV = 3013 m− 3 , AB =
2
1.2 ∗ 10−13 m− 3 , s1 = 1551.8 m ,s2 = 775.9 m, s3 = 10 m, and m = 5. Figure 3.6 shows
the result of the discrete measurement data (star symbols) and the modified daytime HVB
curve (solid line), for daytime Cn2 . Again, in all of the calculations, we assume that each
layer has a unit thickness.
Generally, we found the fit to be good for some of the data sets. However, it appears that
the HVB model even when modified has difficulty with turbulence profiles with extreme
variation. The variation, as mentioned in the previous section, is due to our device being
much more sensitive to lower altitudes which is where much of the turbulence is present. A
solution to this is found in Figure 3.7 which shows the fitting using the data from Ren et al.
[Publication pending]. In this, the data fits much better due to the fact that we decided to
fit the data after all of the turbulence profiles for the day. This will generally cause much
of the variation to smooth out and possibly fit the data better. This would also be more
desirable as it shows an general turbulence profile for a site, which is what we are looking
for if we wish to characterize an astronomical site.
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Figure 3.6: Fit data for 1:02-1:05 PM at Big Bear Solar Observatory

Figure 3.7: Fit data for Dunn Solar Telescope averaged over all data sets
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Chapter 4
Summary
4.1

Review

We developed A-MASP as an alternative to other slope-based seeing profile measurement
methods that require a large telescope and therefore are not practical for characterizing
potential astronomical sites. A-MASP consists of two small telescopes placed on a single
mount that images the exact same solar region in each telescope simultaneously. To control
the two cameras, we developed a custom made program using Labview. The method used
to recover the turbulence profile is based on the methods used by S-DIMM+ outlined in
Scharmer and van Werkhoven [2010]. The advantage of A-MASP is that it is cheap and
portable while providing similar potential functionality to S-DIMM+
To ensure the accuracy of our data, we developed an in-depth procedure to minimize any
potential errors that we discovered while developing A-MASP. To test the prototype of
A-MASP, we limited the maximum height to 6.5 km which allowed us to use smaller
telescopes as well as a smaller separation that may come with additional problems. We
found we were able to collect data from multiple test sites with seeing conditions that
ranged from very poor to excellent.
The data we focused our research on was taken at Big Bear Solar Observatory on June 22nd
from 10:00 am - 2:00 pm. The seeing at BBSO was good to excellent for the entire seeing
time and we found we were able to take many high quality images. After pre-processing
the data, we were able to recover both the seeing quality and the turbulence profile using
two programs written in Matlab.
We fit our data using a modified version of the daytime Hufnagle-Valley Boundary model.
We recovered the coefficients through minimization. We found that while the data fit generally well, the equation was still insufficient to account for all of the variation due to
higher sensitivity. We found that the best fit for the data occurs when we averaged all of
the turbulence profiles for the day.
Since were were able to develop a working procedure that allowed us to obtain solar data
with each telescope pointing in exactly the same region of the sun, reduce the data further to
obtain the seeing quality and the turbulence profile, and finally fit the data to a solar model
that provides generally a good fit, we can reasonably conclude that A-MASP is suitable for
recovering the turbulence profile to at least 6.5 km. We can also reasonably conclude that
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we will be able to retrieve the turbulence profile at higher altitudes providing that we are
able to achieve the same seeing quality as our data and that any future telescopes we use
can resolve the solar surface as well as the ones used in this experiment.

4.2

Further Research

The next phase of our research involves extending the length of the telescope mount to
one meter which will allow us to achieve a maximum height of 25-30 km depending on
the size of the telescopes we use. We will also be focusing on improving the tracking of
the telescope to avoid the intermediate step of motion correcting the image as outlined in
section 2.2.2. We will need to determine if the tracking is due to the limitations of the
tracking motor, or settings that we entered. Over the course of the next experiments we
will also focus on optimizing the procedure to allow for faster data collection. Finally, we
will also focus on optimizing the camera control program to prevent many of the memory
issues that we encountered during the data collection phase.
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Appendix A: Codes

A.1 Matlab Code for Image Preprocessing
function varargout = Flat_dark_analysis(varargin)
% FLAT_DARK_ANALYSIS MATLAB code for Flat_dark_analysis.fig
% FLAT_DARK_ANALYSIS, by itself, creates a new FLAT_DARK_ANALYSIS
% or raises the existing singleton*.
%
% H = FLAT_DARK_ANALYSIS returns the handle to a new...
% FLAT_DARK_ANALYSIS or the handle to
% the existing singleton*.
%
% FLAT_DARK_ANALYSIS(’CALLBACK’,hObject,eventData,handles,...)...
%calls the local function named CALLBACK in FLAT_DARK_ANALYSIS.M...
% with the given input arguments.
%
% FLAT_DARK_ANALYSIS(’Property’,’Value’,...) creates a new...
%FLAT_DARK_ANALYSIS or raises the
% existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property value pairs are
% applied to the GUI before Flat_dark_analysis_OpeningFcn gets called. An
% unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application
% stop. All inputs are passed to Flat_dark_analysis_OpeningFcn via varargin.
%
% *See GUI Options on GUIDE’s Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only one
% instance to run (singleton)".
%
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% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help Flat_dark_analysis
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 13-Mar-2018 15:18:13
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct(’gui_Name’, mfilename, ...
’gui_Singleton’, gui_Singleton, ...
’gui_OpeningFcn’, @Flat_dark_analysis_OpeningFcn, ...
’gui_OutputFcn’, @Flat_dark_analysis_OutputFcn, ...
’gui_LayoutFcn’, [] , ...
’gui_Callback’, []);
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
% --- Executes just before Flat_dark_analysis is made visible.
function Flat_dark_analysis_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin command line arguments to Flat_dark_analysis (see VARARGIN)
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% Choose default command line output for Flat_dark_analysis
handles.output = hObject;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
set(handles.axes1,’visible’,’off’)
set(handles.axes2,’visible’,’off’)
set(handles.axes3,’visible’,’off’)
% set(handles.axes4,’visible’,’off’)
set(handles.axes5,’visible’,’off’)
% set(handles.text3,’visible’,’off’)
set(gcf,’name’,’Image Flat and Dark Analysis’);
% UIWAIT makes Flat_dark_analysis wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = Flat_dark_analysis_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton1.
function pushbutton1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
[im_FileName,im_PathName,~] = uigetfile...
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({’*.png’;’*.mat’;’*.fits’;’*.dat’;’*.tiff’;’*.tif’},’Image files’,’MultiSelect’,’on’);
if im_FileName ~= 0
else
return;
end
image_file=fullfile(im_PathName,im_FileName);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[a,b,c]=fileparts(image_file);
switch c
case ’.mat’
file_term0=load(image_file);
file_term1=whos(’-file’,image_file);
file_term2 = file_term0.(file_term1.name);
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(file_term2,[])
% handles.name=image_file;
set(handles.edit2,’String’, image_file);
%Image seperation
image_range=Image_divide(file_term2);
image_divided_l=file_term2...
(image_range(1):image_range(2),image_range(3):image_range(4));
image_divided_r=file_term2...
(image_range(5):image_range(6),image_range(7):image_range(8));
figure
subplot(1,2,1)
imshow(image_divided_l,[])
title(’(a)separated left sub-image’,’Position’,[195,450,0])
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subplot(1,2,2)
imshow(image_divided_r,[])
title(’(b)separated right sub-image’,’Position’,[190,450,0])
set(gcbf,’UserData’,image_range);
case ’.dat’
info_file_path=strcat(im_PathName,’Spooled files.sifx’);
file_info=info_read(info_file_path);
str1 = [’exposureTime:’,num2str(file_info.exposureTime), 10];
str2 = [’detectorType:’,file_info.detectorType, 10];
str3 = [’currentBitDepth:’,num2str(file_info.currentBitDepth), 10];
str4 = [’Width:’,num2str(file_info.Width), 10];
str5 = [’Height:’,num2str(file_info.Height), 10];
str6 = [’NumberofFrames:’,num2str(file_info.NumFrames), 10];
str = [str1, str2, str3, str4,str5,str6];
set(handles.text3, ’string’, str,’HorizontalAlignment’,’left’);
% set(handles.text3,’structstring’, file_info_dis);
f=fopen(image_file,’r’);
if f<=0
fprint(’there is an error occured in main program’);
end
a=fread(f,inf,’uint16’);
interval=1024*1024;
image_term1=a(1:interval,1);
image_term11=fliplr(reshape(image_term1,1024,1024))’;
set(handles.axes1,’Visible’,’off’);
axes(handles.axes2);
imshow(image_term11,[]);
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handles.name=im_PathName;
set(handles.edit2,’String’, handles.name);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
image_range=Image_divide(image_term11);
image_divided_l=image_term11...
(image_range(1):image_range(2),image_range(3):image_range(4));
image_divided_r=image_term11...
(image_range(5):image_range(6),image_range(7):image_range(8));
figure
subplot(1,2,1)
imshow(image_divided_l,[])
title(’(a)separated left sub-image’,’Position’,[195,450,0])
subplot(1,2,2)
imshow(image_divided_r,[])
title(’(b)separated right sub-image’,’Position’,[190,450,0])
set(gcbf,’UserData’,image_range);
% setappdata(0,’self_para1’,image_range);
case ’.tiff’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(A,[])
case ’.tif’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
case ’.fits’
A = fitsread(image_file);
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axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
title(’Image of telescope 1’)
case ’.png’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
A_max=max(A(:));
title(’Image of telescope 1’)
[a,b,c]=fileparts(image_file);
str1 = [’Image format:’,c, 10];
str2 = [’Max pixel value:’,num2str(A_max), 10];
str3 = [’Width:’,num2str(size(A,1)), 10];
str4 = [’Height:’,num2str(size(A,2)), 10];
str5 = [’Image from telescope 1’, 10];
str = [str5,str1, str2, str3, str4];
set(handles.text3, ’string’, str,’HorizontalAlignment’,’left’);
end
set(handles.edit2,’String’, image_file);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function info=info_read(filename, framenumber)
file = filename;
if nargin==1
currentFrameNumber = 0;
elseif nargin==2
currentFrameNumber = framenumber;
end
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f=fopen(file,’r’);
if f < 0
error(’Could not open the file.’);
end
if ~isequal(fgetl(f),’Andor Technology Multi-Channel File’)
fclose(f);
error(’Not an Andor SIF image file.’);
end
skipLines(f,1);
[info]=readSection(f, currentFrameNumber);
fclose(f);
if currentFrameNumber > 0
pic_out = info.imageData;
%pic_plot_uint8 = uint8(pic_out/max(pic_out(:))*255);
pic_uint8 = uint8(round(pic_out/(2^info.currentBitDepth)*255));
%asdasd
%size(pic_uint8)
pic_uint8_rgb = zeros([size(pic_uint8), 3], ’uint8’);
pic_uint8_rgb(:,:,1) = pic_uint8;
pic_uint8_rgb(:,:,2) = pic_uint8;
pic_uint8_rgb(:,:,3) = pic_uint8;
info.imageData_uint8_rgb = pic_uint8_rgb;
info.imageData_orig = NaN;
try
pic_rgb = zeros([size(pic_uint8), 3], ’double’);
pic_rgb(:,:,1) = pic_out;
pic_rgb(:,:,2) = pic_out;
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pic_rgb(:,:,3) = pic_out;
info.imageData_orig = pic_rgb;
catch
end
end
%figure
%imagesc(pic_uint8_rgb)
%Read a file section.
%
% f File handle
% info Section data
% next Flags if another section is available
%
function [info]=readSection(f, currentFrameNumber)
settingsline = fgetl(f);
settings_cell = regexp(settingsline, ’(\S)+\s’, ’match’);
file_timestamp_utc_in_sec = sscanf(settings_cell{5}, ’%f’);
temperature1_in_celsius = sscanf(settings_cell{6}, ’%f’);
exposureTime_in_sec = sscanf(settings_cell{13}, ’%f’);
cycleTime = sscanf(settings_cell{14}, ’%f’);
accumulateCycleTime = sscanf(settings_cell{15}, ’%f’);
accumulateCycles = sscanf(settings_cell{16}, ’%f’);
stackCycleTime = sscanf(settings_cell{18}, ’%f’);
pixelReadoutTimeSec = sscanf(settings_cell{19}, ’%f’);
EMgain = sscanf(settings_cell{22}, ’%f’);
verticalShiftSpeed = sscanf(settings_cell{42}, ’%f’);
preAmpGain = sscanf(settings_cell{44}, ’%f’);
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temperature2_in_celsius = sscanf(settings_cell{48}, ’%f’);
version1 = sscanf(settings_cell{55}, ’%f’);
version2 = sscanf(settings_cell{56}, ’%f’);
version3 = sscanf(settings_cell{57}, ’%f’);
version4 = sscanf(settings_cell{58}, ’%f’);
timestamp_utc_in_sec = file_timestamp_utc_in_sec; % o(5):...
UTC: seconds since 1970; ACHTUNG...
Kamera speichert in UTC OHNE Sommer/Winterzeit
timestamp_total_matlab_orig = datenum...
([1970 1 1 0 0 timestamp_utc_in_sec]);
%% Werte aus dem Sif file
% info.date = datestr(timestamp_total_matlab_corrected);
info.filetype = ’andor-sif-file’;
if temperature1_in_celsius~=-999
info.temperature = temperature1_in_celsius;
else
info.temperature = sprintf(’%d UNSTABLE’, temperature2_in_celsius);
end
info.accumulateCycles = accumulateCycles;
info.accumulateCycleTime = accumulateCycleTime;
info.cycleTime = cycleTime;
info.EMgain = EMgain;
info.exposureTime = exposureTime_in_sec;
info.pixelReadoutTimeSec = pixelReadoutTimeSec;
info.preAmpGain = preAmpGain;
info.stackCycleTime = stackCycleTime;
info.Version = sprintf(’%d.%d.%d.%d’,...
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version1, version2, version3, version4);
info.verticalShiftSpeed = verticalShiftSpeed;
%% Daraus berechnete Werte
time_between_to_pics = info.stackCycleTime;
%% In die Ausgabe uebernehmen
info.framerate = 1/time_between_to_pics; %nicht sicher ob das stimmt
info.PixelReadoutRateHz=1/info.pixelReadoutTimeSec;
info.time_between_to_pics = time_between_to_pics;
%% Weitere Daten aus dem Sif file
info.detectorType=readLine(f);
if strcmp(info.detectorType, ’DU897_BV’)
info.currentBitDepth = 14;
else
info.currentBitDepth = 11;
end
info.detectorSize=fscanf(f,’%d’,[1 2]);
info.fileName=readString(f);
info.possibleBitDepth=fscanf(f,’%d’,[1 2]);
current_line_text = ”;
while isempty(strfind(current_line_text, ’Pixel number’))
current_line_text = fgetl(f);
end
skipLines(f,1)
imageArealine = fgetl(f);
frameArealine = fgetl(f);
imageAreaData=sscanf(imageArealine,’Pixel number...
%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d’);
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frameAreaData=sscanf(frameArealine,...
’%d %d %d %d %d %d %d’);
pixelPerImage = imageAreaData(9);
pixelInVideo = imageAreaData(8);
leftPixel = frameAreaData(2);
topPixel = frameAreaData(3);
rightPixel = frameAreaData(4);
bottomPixel = frameAreaData(5);
imageArea = [imageAreaData(2) imageAreaData(5)...
imageAreaData(7);imageAreaData(4)...
imageAreaData(3) imageAreaData(6)];
frameArea = [leftPixel bottomPixel; rightPixel topPixel];...
%left, top, right, bottom!
vBin = frameAreaData(7); %vielleicht genau andersrum
hBin = frameAreaData(6); %vielleicht genau andersrum
frameBins = [vBin hBin]; %vielleicht genau andersrum
width = (rightPixel - leftPixel + 1)/hBin;
height = (topPixel - bottomPixel + 1)/vBin;
info.Width = width;
info.Height = height;
info.imageArea = imageArea;
info.frameArea = frameArea;
info.vBin = vBin;
info.hBin = hBin;
resolution=(1 + diff(info.frameArea))./frameBins;
NumFrames=1 + diff(info.imageArea(5:6));
info.NumFrames = NumFrames;
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info.resolution = resolution;
info.pixelPerFrame = prod(resolution);
% timestamps_from_siffile = fscanf(f,’%d\n’, info.NumFrames);
% info.timestamps = timestamp_rel_in_ms +...
(1/info.framerate*(0:(info.NumFrames-1)))*1000;
if currentFrameNumber >0 && currentFrameNumber <= info.NumFrames
% info.timestamp = info.timestamps(currentFrameNumber);
num_bytes_to_skip_for_curr_frame = 4 *...
((currentFrameNumber-1) * info.pixelPerFrame);
fseek(f, num_bytes_to_skip_for_curr_frame, ’cof’);
fseek(f, 2, ’cof’); %keine ahnung warum 2 byte offset..
if prod(resolution) ~= pixelPerImage || pixelPerImage*...
NumFrames ~= pixelInVideo
fclose(f)
error(’Inconsistent image header.’);
end
info.imageData=(reshape(fread(f,info.pixelPerFrame,’single=>single’),...
info.Width, info.Height ))’;
end
%Read a character string.
%
% f File handle
% o String
%
function o=readString(f)
n=fscanf(f,’%d’,1);
if isempty(n) || n < 0 || isequal(fgetl(f),-1)
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fclose(f);
error(’Inconsistent string.’);
end
o=fread(f,[1 n],’uint8=>char’);
%Read a line.
%
% f File handle
% o Read line
%
function o=readLine(f)
o=fgetl(f);
if isequal(o,-1)
fclose(f);
error(’Inconsistent image header.’);
end
o=deblank(o);
%Skip bytes.
%
% f File handle
% N Number of bytes to skip
%
function skipBytes(f,N)
[~,n]=fread(f,N,’uint8’);
if n < N
fclose(f);
error(’Inconsistent image header.’);
end
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%Skip lines.
%
% f File handle
% N Number of lines to skip
%
function skipLines(f,N)
for n=1:N
if isequal(fgetl(f),-1)
fclose(f);
error(’Inconsistent image header.’);
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function image_c=Image_divide(image_input)
threshold=mean(mean(image_input));
image_c=zeros(8,1);
[i,j]=find(image_input>threshold);
i_max_term1=max(i);
j_max_term1=max(j);
i_min_term1=min(i);
j_min_term1=min(j);
image_term1=image_input...
(i_min_term1:i_max_term1,j_min_term1:j_max_term1);
num_term1=floor(size(image_term1,2)/2);
image_term2=image_term1(1:end,1:num_term1);
image_term3=image_term1(1:end,num_term1+1:end);
[i,j]=find(image_term2>threshold);
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i_max_term2=max(i);
j_max_term2=max(j);
[i,j]=find(image_term3>threshold);
i_min_term2=min(i);
j_min_term2=min(j);
edge_term=10;
image_c(1)=i_min_term1+edge_term;
image_c(2)=i_min_term1+i_max_term2-1-edge_term;
image_c(3)=j_min_term1+edge_term;
image_c(4)=j_min_term1+j_max_term2-1-edge_term;
image_c(5)=i_min_term2+i_min_term1+edge_term;
image_c(6)=i_max_term1-edge_term;
image_c(7)=j_min_term2+j_min_term1+num_term1+edge_term;
image_c(8)=j_max_term1-edge_term;
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton2.
function pushbutton2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
[Flat_FileName,Flat_PathName,~] = uigetfile...
({’*.png’;’*.mat’;’*.fits’;’*.dat’;’*.tiff’;’*.tif’},’Image files’,’MultiSelect’,’on’);
if Flat_FileName ~= 0
else
return;
end
image_file=fullfile(Flat_PathName,Flat_FileName);
[a,b,c]=fileparts(image_file);
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switch c
case ’.mat’
file_term0=load(image_file);
file_term1=whos(’-file’,image_file);
file_term2 = file_term0.(file_term1.name);
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(file_term2,[])
set(handles.edit3,’String’, image_file);
case ’.dat’
info_file_path=strcat(im_PathName,’Spooled files.sifx’);
file_info=info_read(info_file_path);
str1 = [’exposureTime:’,num2str(file_info.exposureTime), 10];
str2 = [’detectorType:’,file_info.detectorType, 10];
str3 = [’currentBitDepth:’,num2str(file_info.currentBitDepth), 10];
str4 = [’Width:’,num2str(file_info.Width), 10];
str5 = [’Height:’,num2str(file_info.Height), 10];
str6 = [’NumberofFrames:’,num2str(file_info.NumFrames), 10];
str = [str1, str2, str3, str4,str5,str6];
set(handles.text3, ’string’, str,’HorizontalAlignment’,’left’);
% set(handles.text3,’structstring’, file_info_dis);
f=fopen(image_file,’r’);
if f<=0
fprint(’there is an error occured in main program’);
end
a=fread(f,inf,’uint16’);
interval=1024*1024;
image_term1=a(1:interval,1);
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image_term11=fliplr(reshape(image_term1,1024,1024))’;
% image_term2=a(interval+21:interval*2+20,1);
% image_term21=fliplr(reshape(image_term2,1024,1024))’;
% image_term3=a(interval*2+21+20:interval*3+20+20,1);
% image_term31=fliplr(reshape(image_term3,1024,1024))’;
% cla(handles.axes1);
set(handles.axes1,’Visible’,’off’);
axes(handles.axes2);
imshow(image_term11,[]);
set(handles.edit3,’String’,image_file);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
image_range=Image_divide(image_term11);
image_divided_l=image_term11...
(image_range(1):image_range(2),image_range(3):image_range(4));
image_divided_r=image_term11...
(image_range(5):image_range(6),image_range(7):image_range(8));
figure
subplot(1,2,1)
imshow(image_divided_l,[])
title(’(a)separated left sub-image’,’Position’,[195,450,0])
subplot(1,2,2)
imshow(image_divided_r,[])
title(’(b)separated right sub-image’,’Position’,[190,450,0])
set(gcbf,’UserData’,image_range);
% setappdata(0,’self_para1’,image_range);
case ’.tiff’
A=imread(image_file);
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axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(A,[])
case ’.tif’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
case ’.fits’
A = fitsread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
case ’.png’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
title(’Flat image of telescope 1’)
end
set(handles.edit3,’String’, image_file);
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton3.
function pushbutton3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton3 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
[Dark_FileName,Dark_PathName,~] = uigetfile...
({’*.png’;’*.mat’;’*.fits’;’*.dat’;’*.tiff’;’*.tif’},’Image files’,’MultiSelect’,’on’);
if Dark_FileName ~= 0
else
return;
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end
image_file=fullfile(Dark_PathName,Dark_FileName);
[a,b,c]=fileparts(image_file);
switch c
case ’.mat’
file_term0=load(image_file);
file_term1=whos(’-file’,image_file);
file_term2 = file_term0.(file_term1.name);
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(file_term2,[])
set(handles.edit3,’String’, image_file);
case ’.dat’
info_file_path=strcat(im_PathName,’Spooled files.sifx’);
file_info=info_read(info_file_path);
str1 = [’exposureTime:’,num2str(file_info.exposureTime), 10];
str2 = [’detectorType:’,file_info.detectorType, 10];
str3 = [’currentBitDepth:’,num2str(file_info.currentBitDepth), 10];
str4 = [’Width:’,num2str(file_info.Width), 10];
str5 = [’Height:’,num2str(file_info.Height), 10];
str6 = [’NumberofFrames:’,num2str(file_info.NumFrames), 10];
str = [str1, str2, str3, str4,str5,str6];
set(handles.text3, ’string’, str,’HorizontalAlignment’,’left’);
% set(handles.text3,’structstring’, file_info_dis);
f=fopen(image_file,’r’);
if f<=0
fprint(’there is an error occured in main program’);
end
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a=fread(f,inf,’uint16’);
interval=1024*1024;
image_term1=a(1:interval,1);
image_term11=fliplr(reshape(image_term1,1024,1024))’;
set(handles.axes1,’Visible’,’off’);
axes(handles.axes2);
imshow(image_term11,[]);
set(handles.edit3,’String’,image_file);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
image_range=Image_divide(image_term11);
image_divided_l=image_term11...
(image_range(1):image_range(2),image_range(3):image_range(4));
image_divided_r=image_term11...
(image_range(5):image_range(6),image_range(7):image_range(8));
figure
subplot(1,2,1)
imshow(image_divided_l,[])
title(’(a)separated left sub-image’,’Position’,[195,450,0])
subplot(1,2,2)
imshow(image_divided_r,[])
title(’(b)separated right sub-image’,’Position’,[190,450,0])
set(gcbf,’UserData’,image_range);
% setappdata(0,’self_para1’,image_range);
case ’.tiff’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(A,[])
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case ’.tif’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
case ’.fits’
A = fitsread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
case ’.png’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
title(’Dark image of telescope 1’)
end
set(handles.edit4,’String’, image_file);
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton4.
function pushbutton4_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton4 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
if isempty(get(handles.edit2,’String’))
msgbox(’Please choose the original image from Telescope 1.’);
return;
end
dataset_1=get(handles.edit2,’String’);
if isempty(get(handles.edit9,’String’))
msgbox(’Please choose the original image from Telescope 2.’);
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return;
end
dataset_2=get(handles.edit9,’String’);
file_existing_test=dir(’*.mat’);
datafile_num=length(file_existing_test);
filename_term1={file_existing_test(1:datafile_num).name};
%We just consider flat_field from now on.
i1=find(strcmp(filename_term1, ’dat_flat_T1.mat’));
i2=find(strcmp(filename_term1, ’dat_flat_T2.mat’));
if i1~=0&i2~=0
Button=questdlg(’The Flat-field or Bias average results have existed,...
whether re-calculate?’,’Yes’, ’No’);
switch Button
case ’Yes’
msgbox(’Please press the "Flat and dark average" button to calculate.’);
return;
case ’No’
end
else
msgbox(’Please do flat and dark average firstly.’);
return;
end
file_term0=load(’dat_flat_T1.mat’);
file_term1=whos(’-file’,’dat_flat_T1.mat’);
dat_flat_1 = file_term0.(file_term1.name);
file_term0=load(’dat_flat_T2.mat’);
file_term1=whos(’-file’,’dat_flat_T2.mat’);
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dat_flat_2= file_term0.(file_term1.name);
filepath=’image_range.txt’;
fidin=fopen(filepath);
n=0;
image_range=zeros(4,1);
while ~feof(fidin)
tline=fgetl(fidin);
if double(tline(1))>=48&&double(tline(1))<=57
n=n+1;
image_range(n)=str2double(tline);
continue
end
end
x_min1=image_range(1);
x_max1=image_range(2);
y_min1=image_range(3);
y_max1=image_range(4);
x_min2=image_range(1);
x_max2=image_range(2);
y_min2=image_range(3);
y_max2=image_range(4);
%cut the original image to the size needed%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dat_flat1=dat_flat_1(x_min1:x_max1,y_min1:y_max1);
dat_flat2=dat_flat_2(x_min2:x_max2,y_min2:y_max2);
dat_bias1=zeros(size(dat_flat1));
dat_bias2=zeros(size(dat_flat2));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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dat_flat_term1=dat_flat1-dat_bias1;
i_1=find(dat_flat_term1<=0);
dat_flat_term1(i_1)=1;
dat_flat_term2=dat_flat2-dat_bias2;
i_2=find(dat_flat_term2<=0);
dat_flat_term2(i_2)=1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dat_flat_norm1=dat_flat_term1./(max(max(dat_flat_term1)));
dat_flat_norm2=dat_flat_term2./(max(max(dat_flat_term2)));
[a1,b1,c1]=fileparts(dataset_1);
files_string_1=dir(strcat(a1,’\’,’*’,c1));
term_num1=length(files_string_1);
[a2,b2,c2]=fileparts(dataset_2);
files_string_2=dir(strcat(a2,’\’,’*’,c2));
term_num2=length(files_string_2);
if term_num1~=term_num2
msgbox(’The number of images for the two telescopes are not equal’);
return;
end
contrast_left_out=zeros(term_num1,1);
contrast_right_out=zeros(term_num2,1);
for n=1:term_num1
file_name_1=files_string_1(n).name;
file_path_1=strcat(a1,’\’,file_name_1);
image_1=double(imread(file_path_1));
% figure
% subplot(1,2,1)
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% imshow(image_1,[])
% image_1(x_min1:x_max1,y_min1:y_max1)=max(max(image_1));
% figure
% imshow(image_1,[])
file_name_2=files_string_2(n).name;
file_path_2=strcat(a2,’\’,file_name_2);
image_2=double(imread(file_path_2));
% subplot(1,2,2)
% imshow(image_2,[])
image_use1=image_1(x_min1:x_max1,y_min1:y_max1);
image_use2=image_2(x_min2:x_max2,y_min2:y_max2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
image_sub1_term1=image_use1-dat_bias1;
image_sub1_term2=image_sub1_term1./(max(max(image_sub1_term1)));
i1=find(image_sub1_term2<=0);
image_sub1_term2(i1)=0;
image_out1=image_sub1_term2./dat_flat_norm1.*2^8;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
image_sub2_term1=image_use2-dat_bias2;
image_sub2_term2=image_sub2_term1./(max(max(image_sub2_term1)));
i2=find(image_sub2_term2<=0);
image_sub2_term2(i2)=0;
image_out2=image_sub2_term2./dat_flat_norm2.*2^8;
% figure
% subplot(1,2,1)
% imshow(image_out1,[])
% subplot(1,2,2)
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% imshow(image_out2,[])
fid=fopen(’PIS_path_temp.txt’,’r’);
path0=fgets(fid);
if path0<=0
msgbox(’Please choose the saving path for the processed image data firstly.’);
return;
end
fclose(fid);
path_for_save=strcat(path0,’\’,’image_AF’,num2str(n),’.mat’);
save(path_for_save,’image_out1’,’image_out2’);
contrast_left_out(n)=(max(max(image_out1))-min(min(image_out1)))./...
(max(max(image_out1))+min(min(image_out1)));
contrast_right_out(n)=(max(max(image_out2))-min(min(image_out2)))./...
(max(max(image_out2))+min(min(image_out2)));
end
save(’contrast_left_out.mat’,’contrast_left_out’)
save(’contrast_right_out.mat’,’contrast_right_out’)
axes(handles.axes2);
cla reset;
set(handles.axes2,’Visible’,’off’);
axes(handles.axes5);
cla reset;
set(handles.axes5,’Visible’,’off’);
% set(handles.text3,’Visible’,’off’);
% handles.name=’Divide image data have saved.’;
% set(handles.text3,’String’, handles.name);
axes(handles.axes1);
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plot(contrast_left_out)
axes(handles.axes3);
plot(contrast_right_out)
function edit2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit2 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit2 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function edit3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit3 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit3 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit3 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
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function edit3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit3 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function edit4_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit4 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit4 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit4 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit4_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit4 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
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% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton5.
function pushbutton5_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton5 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
if isempty(get(handles.edit7,’String’))
msgbox(’Please confirm the max value of the contrast threshold.’);
return;
end
max_value=str2double(get(handles.edit7,’String’));
if isempty(get(handles.edit8,’String’))
msgbox(’Please confirm the min value of the contrast threshold.’);
return;
end
min_value=str2double(get(handles.edit8,’String’));
file_existing_test=dir(’*.mat’);
datafile_num=length(file_existing_test);
filename_term1={file_existing_test(1:datafile_num).name};
i1=find(strcmp(filename_term1, ’contrast_left_out.mat’));
i2=find(strcmp(filename_term1, ’contrast_right_out.mat’));
if i1==0||i2==0
msgbox(’Please do the contrast calculating firstly.’);
return;
end
load(’contrast_left_out.mat’);
load(’contrast_right_out.mat’);
i1=find(contrast_left_out>max_value|contrast_left_out<min_value);
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i2=find(contrast_right_out>max_value|contrast_right_out<min_value);
% flag_term1=eq(i1,i2);
% if flag_term1==1
% test_length1=length(i1);
% for t=1:test_length1
% file_term=strcat(’processed image data\’,’image_out’,num2str(i1(t)),’.mat’);
% delete(file_term);
% end
% else
i_diff_term1=setdiff(i1,i2);
i_diff_term2=setdiff(i2,i1);
i_same_term=intersect(i1,i2);
i_term_out=[i_diff_term1’,i_diff_term2’,i_same_term’];
test_length2=length(i_term_out);
fid=fopen(’PIS_path_temp.txt’,’r’);
path0=fgets(fid);
if path0<=0
msgbox(’Please do the contrast calculating fistly.’);
return;
end
% path_for_dir=strcat(path0,’*.mat’);
fclose(fid);
% file_term=dir(path_for_dir);
% image_file_num=length(file_term);
for t=1:test_length2
file_term=strcat(path0,’\image_AF’,num2str(i_term_out(t)),’.mat’);
delete(file_term);
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end
contrast_left_out(i_term_out)=[];
contrast_right_out(i_term_out)=[];
% axes(handles.axes2);
% cla reset
% set(handles.axes2,’Visible’,’off’);
% set(handles.text3,’Visible’,’off’);
axes(handles.axes1)
plot(contrast_left_out)
axes(handles.axes3)
plot(contrast_right_out)
function edit6_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit6 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit6 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit6 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit6_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit6 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
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end
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton6.
function pushbutton6_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton6 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles function pushbutton6_Callback(hObject,...
eventdata, handles) structure...
with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
flag_flat=1;
flag_bias=1;
if isempty(get(handles.edit3,’String’))
Button=questdlg(’The flat image data have not been chosen, whether...
pass this step?’,’Yes’, ’No’);
switch Button
case ’Yes’
flag_flat=0;
case ’No’
msgbox(’Please choose the flat image files.’);
return;
end
end
if isempty(get(handles.edit4,’String’))
Button=questdlg(’The bias image data have not been chosen, whether...
pass this step?’,’Yes’, ’No’);
switch Button
case ’Yes’
flag_bias=0;
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case ’No’
msgbox(’Please choose the bias image files.’);
return;
end
end
Flag_term=strcat(num2str(flag_flat),num2str(flag_bias));
switch Flag_term
case ’00’
return;
case ’01’
files_path_bias=get(handles.edit4,’String’);
handles.name=’starting Bias average calculation’;
set(handles.text3,’String’, handles.name);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dat_bias_T1=image_average_cal(files_path_bias);
path_for_savebias=’dat_bias_T1.mat’;
save(path_for_savebias,’dat_bias_T1’)
case ’10’
files_path_flat=get(handles.edit3,’String’);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
handles.name=’starting flat average calculation’;
set(handles.text3,’String’, handles.name);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dat_flat_T1=image_average_cal(files_path_flat);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
path_for_saveflat=’dat_flat_T1.mat’;
save(path_for_saveflat,’dat_flat_T1’)
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case ’11’
files_path_bias=get(handles.edit4,’String’);
handles.name=’starting Bias average calculation’;
set(handles.text3,’String’, handles.name);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dat_bias_T1=image_average_cal(files_path_bias);
path_for_savebias=’dat_bias_T1.mat’;
save(path_for_savebias,’dat_bias_T1’)
files_path_flat=get(handles.edit3,’String’);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
handles.name=’starting flat average calculation’;
set(handles.text3,’String’, handles.name);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dat_flat_T1=image_average_cal(files_path_flat);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
path_for_saveflat=’dat_flat_T1.mat’;
save(path_for_saveflat,’dat_flat_T1’)
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
handles.name=’Telescope 1 flat and bias data have saved.’;
set(handles.text3,’String’, handles.name);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function output=image_average_cal(files_path_cal)
[a,b,c]=fileparts(files_path_cal);
files_string=dir(strcat(a,’\’,’*’,c));
term_num=length(files_string);
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for n=1:term_num
file_name=files_string(n).name;
file_path=strcat(a,’\’,file_name);
image_term2=double(imread(file_path));
% image_term1=whos(’-file’,file_path);
% image_term2 = image_term0.(image_term1.name);
image_term2=image_term2(:,:,1);
if n==1
image_out=image_term2./term_num;
else
image_out=image_term2./term_num+image_out;
end
end
output=image_out;
% figure
% imshow(output,[])
function edit7_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit7 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit7 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit7 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit7_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit7 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
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% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function edit8_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit8 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit8 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit8 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit8_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit8 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton7.
function pushbutton7_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton7 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
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% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
start_path=’processed image data’;
dialog_title=’Choose processed image data saving path’;
folder_name =uigetdir(start_path,dialog_title);
if folder_name ~= 0
else
return;
end
set(handles.text3,’Visible’,’on’);
set(handles.text3,’String’,folder_name,’HorizontalAlignment’,’left’);
fid=fopen(’PIS_path_temp.txt’,’w’);
fprintf(fid,’%s’,folder_name);
fclose(fid);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function Clear_tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to Clear_tag (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
clear;clc;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function IC_tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to IC_tag (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function OT_tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to OT_tag (see GCBO)
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% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function TT_tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to TT_tag (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton8.
function pushbutton8_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton8 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
[im_FileName,im_PathName,~] = uigetfile...
({’*.png’;’*.mat’;’*.fits’;’*.dat’;’*.tiff’;’*.tif’},...
’Image files’,’MultiSelect’,’on’);
if im_FileName ~= 0
else
return;
end
image_file=fullfile(im_PathName,im_FileName);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[a,b,c]=fileparts(image_file);
switch c
case ’.mat’
file_term0=load(image_file);
file_term1=whos(’-file’,image_file);
file_term2 = file_term0.(file_term1.name);
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axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(file_term2,[])
% handles.name=image_file;
set(handles.edit2,’String’, image_file);
%Image seperation
image_range=Image_divide(file_term2);
image_divided_l=file_term2...
(image_range(1):image_range(2),image_range(3):image_range(4));
image_divided_r=file_term2...
(image_range(5):image_range(6),image_range(7):image_range(8));
figure
subplot(1,2,1)
imshow(image_divided_l,[])
title(’(a)separated left sub-image’,’Position’,[195,450,0])
subplot(1,2,2)
imshow(image_divided_r,[])
title(’(b)separated right sub-image’,’Position’,[190,450,0])
set(gcbf,’UserData’,image_range);
case ’.dat’
case ’.tiff’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(A,[])
case ’.tif’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
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case ’.fits’
A = fitsread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
title(’Image of telescope 1’)
case ’.png’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes5)
imshow(A,[])
A_max=max(A(:));
title(’Image of telescope 2’)
[a,b,c]=fileparts(image_file);
str1 = [’Image format:’,c, 10];
str2 = [’Max pixel value:’,num2str(A_max), 10];
str3 = [’Width:’,num2str(size(A,1)), 10];
str4 = [’Height:’,num2str(size(A,2)), 10];
str5 = [’Image from telescope 2’, 10];
str = [str5,str1, str2, str3, str4];
set(handles.text3, ’string’, str,’HorizontalAlignment’,’left’);
end
set(handles.edit9,’String’, image_file);
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton9.
function pushbutton9_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton9 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
[Flat_FileName,Flat_PathName,~] = uigetfile...
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({’*.png’;’*.mat’;’*.fits’;’*.dat’;’*.tiff’;’*.tif’},’Image files’,’MultiSelect’,’on’);
if Flat_FileName ~= 0
else
return;
end
image_file=fullfile(Flat_PathName,Flat_FileName);
[a,b,c]=fileparts(image_file);
switch c
case ’.mat’
file_term0=load(image_file);
file_term1=whos(’-file’,image_file);
file_term2 = file_term0.(file_term1.name);
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(file_term2,[])
set(handles.edit3,’String’, image_file);
case ’.dat’
info_file_path=strcat(im_PathName,’Spooled files.sifx’);
file_info=info_read(info_file_path);
% set(handles.text3,’structstring’, file_info_dis);
f=fopen(image_file,’r’);
if f<=0
fprint(’there is an error occured in main program’);
end
a=fread(f,inf,’uint16’);
interval=1024*1024;
image_term1=a(1:interval,1);
image_term11=fliplr(reshape(image_term1,1024,1024))’;
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set(handles.axes1,’Visible’,’off’);
axes(handles.axes2);
imshow(image_term11,[]);
set(handles.edit3,’String’,image_file);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
image_range=Image_divide(image_term11);
image_divided_l=image_term11...
(image_range(1):image_range(2),image_range(3):image_range(4));
image_divided_r=image_term11...
(image_range(5):image_range(6),image_range(7):image_range(8));
figure
subplot(1,2,1)
imshow(image_divided_l,[])
title(’(a)separated left sub-image’,’Position’,[195,450,0])
subplot(1,2,2)
imshow(image_divided_r,[])
title(’(b)separated right sub-image’,’Position’,[190,450,0])
set(gcbf,’UserData’,image_range);
% setappdata(0,’self_para1’,image_range);
case ’.tiff’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(A,[])
case ’.tif’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
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case ’.fits’
A = fitsread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
case ’.png’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes5)
imshow(A,[])
title(’Flat image of telescope 2’)
end
set(handles.edit10,’String’, image_file);
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton10.
function pushbutton10_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton10 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
[Dark_FileName,Dark_PathName,~] = uigetfile...
({’*.png’;’*.mat’;’*.fits’;’*.dat’;’*.tiff’;’*.tif’},’Image files’,’MultiSelect’,’on’);
if Dark_FileName ~= 0
else
return;
end
image_file=fullfile(Dark_PathName,Dark_FileName);
[a,b,c]=fileparts(image_file);
switch c
case ’.mat’
file_term0=load(image_file);
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file_term1=whos(’-file’,image_file);
file_term2 = file_term0.(file_term1.name);
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(file_term2,[])
set(handles.edit3,’String’, image_file);
case ’.dat’
info_file_path=strcat(im_PathName,’Spooled files.sifx’);
file_info=info_read(info_file_path);
str1 = [’exposureTime:’,num2str(file_info.exposureTime), 10];
str2 = [’detectorType:’,file_info.detectorType, 10];
str3 = [’currentBitDepth:’,num2str(file_info.currentBitDepth), 10];
str4 = [’Width:’,num2str(file_info.Width), 10];
str5 = [’Height:’,num2str(file_info.Height), 10];
str6 = [’NumberofFrames:’,num2str(file_info.NumFrames), 10];
str = [str1, str2, str3, str4,str5,str6];
set(handles.text3, ’string’, str,’HorizontalAlignment’,’left’);
% set(handles.text3,’structstring’, file_info_dis);
f=fopen(image_file,’r’);
if f<=0
fprint(’there is an error occured in main program’);
end
a=fread(f,inf,’uint16’);
interval=1024*1024;
image_term1=a(1:interval,1);
image_term11=fliplr(reshape(image_term1,1024,1024))’;
set(handles.axes1,’Visible’,’off’);
axes(handles.axes2);
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imshow(image_term11,[]);
set(handles.edit3,’String’,image_file);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
image_range=Image_divide(image_term11);
image_divided_l=image_term11...
(image_range(1):image_range(2),image_range(3):image_range(4));
image_divided_r=image_term11...
(image_range(5):image_range(6),image_range(7):image_range(8));
figure
subplot(1,2,1)
imshow(image_divided_l,[])
title(’(a)separated left sub-image’,’Position’,[195,450,0])
subplot(1,2,2)
imshow(image_divided_r,[])
title(’(b)separated right sub-image’,’Position’,[190,450,0])
set(gcbf,’UserData’,image_range);
% setappdata(0,’self_para1’,image_range);
case ’.tiff’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(A,[])
case ’.tif’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
case ’.fits’
A = fitsread(image_file);
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axes(handles.axes2)
imshow(A,[])
case ’.png’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes5)
imshow(A,[])
title(’Dark image of telescope 2’)
end
set(handles.edit11,’String’, image_file);
function edit9_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit9 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit9 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit9 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit9_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit9 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function edit10_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
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% hObject handle to edit10 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit10 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit10 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit10_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit10 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’), ...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function edit11_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit11 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit11 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit11 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit11_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit11 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
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% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function Untitled_1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to Untitled_1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function Exit_tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to Exit_tag (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
button=questdlg(’Do you want to exit?’,’Confirm’,’Yes’,’No’,’Cancel’,’Yes’);
if strcmp(button,’Yes’)
close(gcf);
else
return;
end
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function Reset_tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to Reset_tag (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
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clc
set(findobj(’style’,’edit’),’string’,”);
set(findobj(’tag’,’text3’),’string’,”);
set(handles.axes1,’visible’,’off’)
set(handles.axes2,’visible’,’off’)
set(handles.axes3,’visible’,’off’)
% set(handles.axes4,’visible’,’off’)
set(handles.axes5,’visible’,’off’)
set(findobj(’style’,’pushbutton’),’Enable’,’on’);
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton11.
function pushbutton11_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton11 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
flag_flat=1;
flag_bias=1;
if isempty(get(handles.edit10,’String’))
Button=questdlg(’The flat image data have not been chosen,...
whether pass this step?’,’Yes’, ’No’);
switch Button
case ’Yes’
flag_flat=0;
case ’No’
msgbox(’Please choose the flat image files.’);
return;
end
end
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if isempty(get(handles.edit11,’String’))
Button=questdlg(’The bias image data have not been chosen,...
whether pass this step?’,’Yes’, ’No’);
switch Button
case ’Yes’
flag_bias=0;
case ’No’
msgbox(’Please choose the bias image files.’);
return;
end
end
Flag_term=strcat(num2str(flag_flat),num2str(flag_bias));
switch Flag_term
case ’00’
return;
case ’01’
files_path_bias=get(handles.edit11,’String’);
handles.name=’starting Bias average calculation’;
set(handles.text3,’String’, handles.name);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dat_bias_T2=image_average_cal(files_path_bias);
path_for_savebias=’dat_bias_T2.mat’;
save(path_for_savebias,’dat_bias_T2’)
case ’10’
files_path_flat=get(handles.edit10,’String’);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
handles.name=’starting flat average calculation’;
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set(handles.text3,’String’, handles.name);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dat_flat_T2=image_average_cal(files_path_flat);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
path_for_saveflat=’dat_flat_T2.mat’;
save(path_for_saveflat,’dat_flat_T2’)
case ’11’
files_path_bias=get(handles.edit11,’String’);
handles.name=’starting Bias average calculation’;
set(handles.text3,’String’, handles.name);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dat_bias_T2=image_average_cal(files_path_bias);
path_for_savebias=’dat_bias_T2.mat’;
save(path_for_savebias,’dat_bias_T2’)
files_path_flat=get(handles.edit10,’String’);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
handles.name=’starting flat average calculation’;
set(handles.text3,’String’, handles.name);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dat_flat_T2=image_average_cal(files_path_flat);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
path_for_saveflat=’dat_flat_T2.mat’;
save(path_for_saveflat,’dat_flat_T2’)
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
handles.name=’Telescope 2 flat and bias data have saved.’;
set(handles.text3,’String’, handles.name);
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A.2 Matlab Code for Data Retrieval
function varargout = Main_Cn2_Cal(varargin)
% MAIN_CN2_CAL M-file for Main_Cn2_Cal.fig
% MAIN_CN2_CAL, by itself, creates a new MAIN_CN2_CAL or...
%raises the existing
% singleton*.
%
% H = MAIN_CN2_CAL returns the handle to a new...
%MAIN_CN2_CAL or the handle to
% the existing singleton*.
%
% MAIN_CN2_CAL(’CALLBACK’,hObject,eventData,handles,...)...
%calls the local
% function named CALLBACK in MAIN_CN2_CAL.M with the...
%given input arguments.
%
% MAIN_CN2_CAL(’Property’,’Value’,...) creates a new...
% MAIN_CN2_CAL or raises the
% existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property value pairs are
% applied to the GUI before Main_Cn2_Cal_OpeningFcn gets called.
%An unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application
% stop. All inputs are passed to Main_Cn2_Cal_OpeningFcn via varargin.
%
% *See GUI Options on GUIDE’s Tools menu. Choose "GUI
%allows only one
% instance to run (singleton)".
%
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% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help Main_Cn2_Cal
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 10-Jul-2018 11:44:51
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct(’gui_Name’, mfilename, ...
’gui_Singleton’, gui_Singleton, ...
’gui_OpeningFcn’, @Main_Cn2_Cal_OpeningFcn, ...
’gui_OutputFcn’, @Main_Cn2_Cal_OutputFcn, ...
’gui_LayoutFcn’, [] , ...
’gui_Callback’, []);
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
% --- Executes just before Main_Cn2_Cal is made visible.
function Main_Cn2_Cal_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin command line arguments to Main_Cn2_Cal (see VARARGIN)
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% Choose default command line output for Main_Cn2_Cal
handles.output = hObject;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
set(gcf,’name’,’Two telescopes data processing program’);
% UIWAIT makes Main_Cn2_Cal wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = Main_Cn2_Cal_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;
function edit1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit1 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit1 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
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% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’), get...
(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function edit2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit2 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit2 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function edit3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit3 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit3 as text
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% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit3 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit3 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function edit4_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit4 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit4 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit4 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit4_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit4 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
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set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function File_Tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to File_Tag (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function Open_Tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to Open_Tag (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
[ReadFileName,ReadPathName,ReadFilterIndex] =...
uigetfile(’*.tif’,’import data’,’MultiSelect’,’on’);
if ~iscell(ReadFileName)
filename_term1{1}=ReadFileName;
else
filename_term1=ReadFileName;
end
set(gcbf,’UserData’,filename_term1);
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function Save_Tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to Save_Tag (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function Untitled_1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
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% hObject handle to Untitled_1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
run(’Flat_dark_analysis.m’)
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function quit_Tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to quit_Tag (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
button=questdlg(’Do you want to exit?’,’Confirm’,’Yes’,’No’,’Cancel’,’Yes’);
if strcmp(button,’Yes’)
close(gcf);
else
return;
end
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function clear_Tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to clear_Tag (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
clear
clc
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function pushbutton3_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton3 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function pushbutton2_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function pushbutton1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function pushbutton4_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton4 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
function edit9_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit9 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit9 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit9 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit9_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit9 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
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% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function edit10_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit10 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit10 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit10 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit10_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit10 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function edit11_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit11 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit11 as text
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% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit11 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit11_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit11 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function edit12_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit12 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit12 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit12 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit12_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit12 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
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set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
function edit13_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit13 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit13 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit13 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function edit13_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit13 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’),...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function Show_Tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to Show_Tag (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function OI_Tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to OI_Tag (see GCBO)
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% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
file_existing_test=dir(’*.mat’);
datafile_num=length(file_existing_test);
filename_term1={file_existing_test(1:datafile_num).name};
i1=find(strcmp(filename_term1, ’original_image1.mat’));
i2=find(strcmp(filename_term1, ’original_image2.mat’));
if i1~=0|i2~=0
else
msgbox(’Please calculate the original image firstly.’);
return;
end
load(’original_image1.mat’);
load(’original_image2.mat’);
axes(handles.axes1);
imshow(image_use1,[])
axes(handles.axes6);
imshow(image_use2,[])
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function SI_Tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to SI_Tag (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function PI_Tag_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to PI_Tag (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
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% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
fid=fopen(’Image_used_path_temp.txt’,’r’);
path0=fgets(fid);
if path0<=0
msgbox(’Please press the "Image pre-view" button fistly to locate the image files.’);
return;
end
path_for_dir=strcat(path0,’*.mat’);
fclose(fid);
file_term=dir(path_for_dir);
file_used=strcat(path0,file_term(1).name);
load(file_used)
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(image_out1,[])
axes(handles.axes6)
imshow(image_out2,[])
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton7.
function pushbutton7_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton7 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
diary(’testlog1.txt’);
diary on;
if isempty(get(handles.edit1,’String’))
msgbox(’Please input the GS size.’);
return;
end
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sub_image_size=str2double(get(handles.edit1,’String’));
if isempty(get(handles.edit3,’String’))
msgbox(’Please input the begin point pixel.’);
return;
end
begin_point=str2double(get(handles.edit3,’String’));
if isempty(get(handles.edit2,’String’))
msgbox(’Please input the row number of the sub-images.’);
return;
end
row_num=str2double(get(handles.edit2,’String’));
if isempty(get(handles.edit13,’String’))
msgbox(’Please input the guide star number.’);
return;
end
GS_num=str2double(get(handles.edit13,’String’));
if isempty(get(handles.edit17,’String’))
msgbox(’Please input the guide star separation.’);
return;
end
GS_separation=str2double(get(handles.edit17,’String’));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fid=fopen(’Image_used_path_temp.txt’,’r’);
path0=fgets(fid);
if path0<=0
msgbox(’Please press the "Image pre-view" button fistly to locate the image files.’);
return;
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end
path_for_dir=strcat(path0,’*.mat’);
fclose(fid);
file_term=dir(path_for_dir);
image_file_num=length(file_term);
file_existing_test=dir(’*.mat’);
datafile_num=length(file_existing_test);
filename_term1={file_existing_test(1:datafile_num).name};
i1=find(strcmp(filename_term1, ’delta_x_out.mat’));
i2=find(strcmp(filename_term1, ’delta_y_out.mat’));
if i1~=0&i2~=0
Button=questdlg(’The cross-correlation calculating results...
have existed, whether re-calculate?’,’Yes’, ’No’);
switch Button
case ’Yes’
beginx=begin_point;
beginy=begin_point;
size_of_x=sub_image_size;
size_of_y=sub_image_size;
column_num=GS_num;
interval_theta=GS_separation;
delta_x_out=zeros(image_file_num,row_num,column_num);
delta_y_out=zeros(image_file_num,row_num,column_num);
if image_file_num<=2
msgbox(’Please do the image pre-processing firstly.’);
return;
end
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for n=1:image_file_num
file_name=file_term(n).name;
file_path=strcat(path0,file_name);
load(file_path);
[delta_x_sequence,delta_y_sequence]=...
delta_cal(image_out1,image_out2,beginx,beginy,size_of_x,size_of_y,...
row_num,column_num,n,interval_theta,handles);
delta_x_out(n,:,:)=(delta_x_sequence);
delta_y_out(n,:,:)=(delta_y_sequence);
end
% out1=delta_x_out;
% out2=delta_y_out;
save(’delta_x_out.mat’,’delta_x_out’)
save(’delta_y_out.mat’,’delta_y_out’)
handles.name=’Cross-correlation data have saved.’;
set(handles.text8,’String’, handles.name);
case ’No’
end
else
beginx=begin_point;
beginy=begin_point;
size_of_x=sub_image_size;
size_of_y=sub_image_size;
column_num=GS_num;
interval_theta=GS_separation;
delta_x_out=zeros(image_file_num,row_num,column_num);
delta_y_out=zeros(image_file_num,row_num,column_num);
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if datafile_num<=2
msgbox(’Please do the image pre-processing firstly.’);
return;
end
for n=1:datafile_num
file_name=file_term(n).name;
file_path=strcat(path0,file_name);
load(file_path);
[delta_x_sequence,delta_y_sequence]=delta_cal(image_out1,...
image_out2,beginx,beginy,size_of_x,size_of_y,row_num,column_num,n...
,interval_theta,handles);
delta_x_out(n,:,:)=(delta_x_sequence);
delta_y_out(n,:,:)=(delta_y_sequence);
end
save(’delta_x_out.mat’,’delta_x_out’)
save(’delta_y_out.mat’,’delta_y_out’)
handles.name=’Cross-correlation data have saved.’;
set(handles.text8,’String’, handles.name);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if isempty(get(handles.edit9,’String’))
msgbox(’Please input the wavelength.’);
return;
end
lamd_term=str2double(get(handles.edit9,’String’));
lamd=lamd_term/1e9;
if isempty(get(handles.edit10,’String’))
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msgbox(’Please input the distance between the two telescope.’);
return;
end
s=str2double(get(handles.edit10,’String’));
s=s/1e3;
if isempty(get(handles.edit12,’String’))
msgbox(’Please input the angle per pixel.’);
return;
end
pixel_angle=str2double(get(handles.edit12,’String’));
D=(4*s/15);
if isempty(get(handles.edit11,’String’))
msgbox(’Please input the layer number.’);
return;
end
layer_num=str2double(get(handles.edit11,’String’));
load(’delta_x_out.mat’);
load(’delta_y_out.mat’);
delta_y_out_term1=delta_y_out;
delta_x_out_term1=delta_x_out;
hn=zeros(layer_num,1);
if isempty(get(handles.edit1,’String’))
msgbox(’Please input the image size.’);
return;
end
interval_theta=str2double(get(handles.edit1,’String’));
for k=2:layer_num
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hn(k)=s/((layer_num-k+1)*interval_theta*pixel_angle/3600*pi/180);
end
theta0=sub_image_size*pixel_angle/3600*pi/180;
p0=pixel_angle/3600*pi/180;
guidestar_num=size(delta_x_out,3);
row_num=size(delta_x_out,2);
delta_y_matrix=zeros(guidestar_num,row_num);
delta_x_matrix=zeros(guidestar_num,row_num);
delta_x_matrix_k=zeros(guidestar_num,row_num);
delta_y_matrix_k=zeros(guidestar_num,row_num);
Fx=zeros(guidestar_num,layer_num);
Fy=zeros(guidestar_num,layer_num);
Fx_all=zeros(guidestar_num,layer_num,row_num);
Fy_all=zeros(guidestar_num,layer_num,row_num);
delta_x_matrix0=zeros(guidestar_num,1);
delta_y_matrix0=zeros(guidestar_num,1);
D_eff=zeros(layer_num,1);
delta_x_out_sigma=zeros(size(delta_x_out,2),size(delta_x_out,3));
delta_y_out_sigma=zeros(size(delta_y_out,2),size(delta_x_out,3));
r0_y=zeros(size(delta_y_out,2),size(delta_x_out,3));
r0_x=zeros(size(delta_y_out,2),size(delta_x_out,3));
for n_row=1:row_num
delta_x_out_term2=reshape(delta_x_out_term1(:,n_row,:),...
size(delta_x_out_term1,1),size(delta_x_out_term1,3));
delta_y_out_term2=reshape(delta_y_out_term1(:,n_row,:),...
size(delta_y_out_term1,1),size(delta_y_out_term1,3));
delta_x_term0=delta_x_out_term2(:,1)-mean(delta_x_out_term2(:,1));
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delta_y_term0=delta_y_out_term2(:,1)-mean(delta_y_out_term2(:,1));
delta_x_matrix0(n_row)=mean(delta_x_term0.*delta_x_term0);
delta_y_matrix0(n_row)=mean(delta_y_term0.*delta_y_term0);
for k=1:guidestar_num
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
delta_x_out_sigma(n_row,k)=sqrt((size(delta_x_out_term2,1)-1).^(-1).*...
sum((delta_x_out_term2(:,k)-mean(delta_x_out_term2(:,k))).^2));
D_eff0=D+30*p0*max(hn);
para_term0=s/D_eff0;
omega_u_term0=1+1.14*para_term0.^(-5.5/3);
I_Deff_pi=1.96-1/3*para_term0.^(-1/3)*omega_u_term0.^(-1/5.5)*...
(5+1.14*para_term0.^(-5.5/3)*omega_u_term0.^(-1));
r0_y(n_row,k)=(0.358*lamd.^2.*(D_eff0.^(-1/3)).*I_Deff_pi./...
(delta_x_out_sigma(n_row,k).*p0).^2).^(3/5);
delta_y_out_sigma(n_row,k)=sqrt((size(delta_y_out_term2,1)-1).^(-1).*...
sum((delta_y_out_term2(:,k)-mean(delta_y_out_term2(:,k))).^2));
I_Deff_0=1.95-1/9*para_term0.^(-1/3)*omega_u_term0.^(-1/5.5)*...
(10+1.71*para_term0.^(-5.5/3)*omega_u_term0.^(-1)...
+8.45*para_term0.^(-11/3)*omega_u_term0.^(-2));
r0_x(n_row,k)=(0.358*lamd.^2.*(D_eff0.^(-1/3)).*I_Deff_0./...
(delta_y_out_sigma(n_row,k).*p0).^2).^(3/5);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
delta_y_termk=delta_y_out_term2(:,k)-mean(delta_y_out_term2(:,k));
delta_x_termk=delta_x_out_term2(:,k)-mean(delta_x_out_term2(:,k));
delta_y_matrix(k,n_row)=mean(delta_y_termk.*delta_y_term0);
delta_x_matrix(k,n_row)=mean(delta_x_termk.*delta_x_term0);
delta_x_matrix_k(k,n_row)=mean(delta_x_termk.*delta_x_termk);
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delta_y_matrix_k(k,n_row)=mean(delta_y_termk.*delta_y_termk);
theta_k=(k-1)*(interval_theta*pixel_angle/3600*pi/180);
for n=1:layer_num
D_eff(n)=D+theta0*hn(n);
para_term1=abs(theta_k.*hn(n)-s)./D_eff(n);
para_term2=abs(theta_k.*hn(n)+s)./D_eff(n);
para_term3=abs(theta_k.*hn(n))./D_eff(n);
if para_term1<=4e-5
Fx_term1=0;
Fy_term1=0;
else
omega_u_term1=1+1.14*para_term1.^(-5.5/3);
Fx_term1=1.95-1/9*para_term1.^(-1/3)*...
omega_u_term1.^(-1/5.5)*...
(10+1.71*para_term1.^(-5.5/3)*omega_u_term1.^(-1)...
+8.45*para_term1.^(-11/3)*omega_u_term1.^(-2));
Fy_term1=1.96-1/3*para_term1.^(-1/3)*...
omega_u_term1.^(-1/5.5)*...
(5+1.14*para_term1.^(-5.5/3)*omega_u_term1.^(-1));
end
omega_u_term2=1+1.14*para_term2.^(-5.5/3);
if para_term2<=1e-5
Fx_term2=0;
Fy_term2=0;
else
Fx_term2=1.95-1/9*para_term2.^(-1/3)*omega_u_term2.^(-1/5.5)*...
(10+1.71.*para_term2.^(-5.5/3).*omega_u_term2.^(-1)...
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+8.45*para_term2.^(-11/3)*omega_u_term2.^(-2));
Fy_term2=1.96-1/3*para_term2.^(-1/3)*omega_u_term2.^(-1/5.5)*...
(5+1.14*para_term2.^(-5.5/3)*omega_u_term2.^(-1));
end
omega_u_term3=1+1.14*para_term3.^(-5.5/3);
if para_term3<=1e-5
Fx_term3=0;
Fy_term3=0;
else
Fx_term3=1.95-1/9*para_term3.^(-1/3)*...
omega_u_term3.^(-1/5.5)*...
(10+1.71*para_term3.^(-5.5/3)*omega_u_term3.^(-1)...
+8.45*para_term3.^(-11/3)*omega_u_term3.^(-2));
Fy_term3=1.96-1/3*para_term3.^(-1/3)*...
omega_u_term3.^(-1/5.5)*...
(5+1.14*para_term3.^(-5.5/3)*omega_u_term3.^(-1));
end
Fx(k,n)=Fx_term1/2+Fx_term2/2-Fx_term3;
Fy(k,n)=Fy_term1/2+Fy_term2/2-Fy_term3;
end
end
Fx_all(:,:,n_row)=Fx;
Fy_all(:,:,n_row)=Fy;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
r0_x_mean=mean(r0_x(1,:),2);
r0_y_mean=mean(r0_y(1,:),2);
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handles.name=strcat(’r0_x=’,num2str(r0_x_mean),’m’,’...
and ’,’r0_y=’,num2str(r0_y_mean),’m’);
set(handles.text8,’String’, handles.name);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
save(’Fx_all.mat’,’Fx_all’)
save(’Fy_all.mat’,’Fy_all’)
save(’delta_y_matrix.mat’,’delta_y_matrix’)
save(’delta_x_matrix.mat’,’delta_x_matrix’)
save(’delta_x_matrix0.mat’,’delta_x_matrix0’)
save(’delta_y_matrix0.mat’,’delta_y_matrix0’)
save(’delta_x_matrix_k.mat’,’delta_x_matrix_k’)
save(’delta_y_matrix_k.mat’,’delta_y_matrix_k’)
save(’D_eff.mat’,’D_eff’)
save(’hn.mat’,’hn’)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
x0=2*ones(size(Fx,2)*2,1);
[x,fval,exitflag] = fminunc(@C_optimal,x0);
x_term_out=zeros(size(Fx,2),1);
y_term_out=zeros(size(Fx,2),1);
for n=1:size(Fx,2)
x_term_out(n)=exp(x(n));
y_term_out(n)=exp(x(n+size(Fx_all,2)));
end
x_term_out_term1=x_term_out.*...
(pixel_angle/3600*pi/180).^2;
y_term_out_term1=y_term_out.*...
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(pixel_angle/3600*pi/180).^2;
cx_dh=0.167.*D_eff.^(1/3).*x_term_out_term1;
cy_dh=0.167.*D_eff.^(1/3).*y_term_out_term1;
axes(handles.axes1);
plot(hn,cx_dh,’-or’)
hold on
plot(hn,cy_dh,’-*g’)
hold off
xlabel(’layer altitudes (m)’)
ylabel(’c_n estimating results)’)
legend(’C_n for x’,’C_n for y’)
r0x=(0.358^(-1)*lamd^(-2)*sum(D_eff.^(1/3).*...
x_term_out_term1))^(-3/5)
% save(’test_x.mat’,’x_term_out’)
% save(’test_y.mat’,’r0_y’)
load(’delta_y_out.mat’)
delta_y_out_plot=reshape(delta_y_out(:,1,:),...
size(delta_y_out,1),size(delta_y_out,3));
axes(handles.axes6)
delta_plot_term=delta_y_out_plot(:,1);
scatter(1:length(delta_plot_term),delta_plot_term’)
save(’cn_x.mat’,’cx_dh’)
save(’cn_y.mat’,’cy_dh’)
% axis([0 1.6e4 0 2e-12])
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [delta_x_sequence,delta_y_sequence]=...
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delta_cal(image1,image2,...
beginx_term0,beginy,size_of_x,size_of_y,...
row_num,column_num,n,interval_theta,handles)
n_total_x=row_num;
n_total_y=column_num;
delta_x_sequence=zeros(n_total_x,n_total_y);
delta_y_sequence=zeros(n_total_x,n_total_y);
if n==1
axes(handles.axes1);
h1=imshow(image1,[]);
end
for n1=1:n_total_x
beginx=beginx_term0+(n1-1)*size_of_x;
for n2=1:n_total_y
sub_image1=image1(beginx:beginx+size_of_x-1 ...
,beginy+(n2-1)*interval_theta:beginy+(n2-1)*...
interval_theta+size_of_y-1);
sub_image2=image2(beginx-15:beginx+size_of_x-1+15 ...
,beginy+(n2-1)*interval_theta-15:beginy+(n2-1)*...
interval_theta+size_of_y-1+15);
cro_term=normxcorr2(sub_image1,sub_image2);
[xpeak,ypeak]=find(cro_term==max(cro_term(:)));
if n==1
rectangle(’position’,[beginy+(n2-1)*interval_theta,...
beginx,size_of_x,size_of_x],’edgecolor’,’r’);
hold on
end
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x_out=ceil(size(cro_term,1)/2)-xpeak;
y_out=ceil(size(cro_term,2)/2)-ypeak;
delta_x_sequence(n1,n2)=x_out;
delta_y_sequence(n1,n2)=y_out;
end
hold off
end
save(’cross_corrlation_result.mat’,’cro_term’)
function f=C_optimal(x)
load(’Fx_all.mat’)
load(’Fy_all.mat’)
load(’delta_y_matrix.mat’)
load(’delta_x_matrix.mat’)
load(’D_eff.mat’,’D_eff’)
Fx=Fx_all(:,:,1);
Fy=Fy_all(:,:,1);
delta_x_matrix=delta_x_matrix(:,1);
delta_y_matrix=delta_y_matrix(:,1);
n_term1=length(x)/2;
x_term1=zeros(n_term1,1);
y_term1=zeros(n_term1,1);
for k=1:n_term1
x_term1(k)=exp(x(k));
y_term1(k)=exp(x(k+n_term1));
end
f_term_x=Fx*(x_term1)-delta_y_matrix;
f_term_y=Fy*(y_term1)-delta_x_matrix;
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f=sum(f_term_x.*f_term_x+f_term_y.*f_term_y);
diary off;
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function axes1_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to axes1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: place code in OpeningFcn to populate axes1
set(hObject,’xTick’,[]);
set(hObject,’ytick’,[]);
set(hObject,’box’,’on’);
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function axes6_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to axes6 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: place code in OpeningFcn to populate axes6
set(hObject,’xTick’,[]);
set(hObject,’ytick’,[]);
set(hObject,’box’,’on’);
function edit17_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit17 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,’String’) returns contents of edit17 as text
% str2double(get(hObject,’String’)) returns contents of edit17 as a double
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
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function edit17_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edit17 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,’BackgroundColor’), ...
get(0,’defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor’))
set(hObject,’BackgroundColor’,’white’);
end
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton16.
function pushbutton16_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton16 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
clc
set(findobj(’style’,’edit’),’string’,”);
set(findobj(’tag’,’text8’),’string’,”);
axes(handles.axes1) ;
cla reset
set(handles.axes1,’visible’,’off’)
axes(handles.axes6) ;
cla reset
set(handles.axes6,’visible’,’off’)
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton17.
function pushbutton17_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton17 (see GCBO)
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% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
button=questdlg(’Do you want to exit?’,’Confirm’,’Yes’,’No’,’Cancel’,’Yes’);
if strcmp(button,’Yes’)
close(gcf);
else
return;
end
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton18.
function pushbutton18_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton18 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
set(handles.edit9,’String’, num2str(630.235));
set(handles.edit10,’String’, num2str(526.4932));
set(handles.edit12,’String’, num2str(0.2302));
set(handles.edit1,’String’, num2str(30));
set(handles.edit3,’String’, num2str(20));
set(handles.edit2,’String’, num2str(2));
set(handles.edit13,’String’, num2str(10));
set(handles.edit17,’String’, num2str(30));
set(handles.edit11,’String’, num2str(10));
% set(handles.edit6,’String’, ’D:\data from professor ren\...
NSO-2017-\July14\Set-1\Flat\’);
% set(handles.edit7,’String’, ’D:\data from professor ren\...
NSO-2017-\July14\Set-1\Dark\’);
% --- If Enable == ’on’, executes on mouse press in 5 pixel border.
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% --- Otherwise, executes on mouse press in 5 pixel border or over pushbutton18.
function pushbutton18_ButtonDownFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton18 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function CCR_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to CCR (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
file_existing_test=dir(’*.mat’);
datafile_num=length(file_existing_test);
filename_term1={file_existing_test(1:datafile_num).name};
i=find(strcmp(filename_term1, ’cross_corrlation_result.mat’));
if i~=0
load(’cross_corrlation_result.mat’);
else
msgbox(’Please make the "r0 nad cn calculating" firstly.’);
return;
end
cla(handles.axes6);
cla(handles.axes1);
axes(handles.axes6);
mesh(cro_term)
% colormap Gray
colormap Parula
%
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title(’The cross-correlation calculating result’)
axes(handles.axes1);
pcolor(cro_term)
shading flat
% -------------------------------------------------------------------function CCRF_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to CCRF (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
load(’hn.mat’);
load(’cn_x.mat’);
load(’cn_y.mat’);
axes(handles.axes6);
plot(hn,cx_dh,’-or’)
hold on
plot(hn,cy_dh,’-*g’)
hold off
xlabel(’layer altitudes (m)’)
ylabel(’c_n estimating results)’)
legend(’C_n for x’,’C_n for y’)
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton19.
function pushbutton19_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton19 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
[im_FileName,im_PathName,~] = uigetfile({’*.mat’;’*.tiff’;’*.tif’},...
’Select processed image data’,’MultiSelect’,’off’);
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if im_FileName ~= 0
else
return;
end
image_file=fullfile(im_PathName,im_FileName);
[a,b,c]=fileparts(image_file);
switch c
case ’.mat’
file_term0=load(image_file);
image_term1=file_term0.image_out1;
image_term2=file_term0.image_out2;
save(’image_for_display.mat’,’image_term1’)
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(image_term1,[])
axes(handles.axes6)
imshow(image_term2,[])
case ’.tiff’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(A,[])
case ’.tif’
A=imread(image_file);
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(A,[])
end
fid=fopen(’Image_used_path_temp.txt’,’w’);
fprintf(fid,’%s’,im_PathName);
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fclose(fid);
% --- Executes on button press in pushbutton20.
function pushbutton20_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to pushbutton20 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
file_existing_test=dir(’*.mat’);
datafile_num=length(file_existing_test);
filename_term1={file_existing_test(1:datafile_num).name};
i1=find(strcmp(filename_term1, ’image_for_display.mat’));
if i1==0
msgbox(’Please press the "Image pre-view" button fistly to locate the image files.’);
return;
end
file_term0=load(’image_for_display.mat’);
file_term1=whos(’-file’,’image_for_display.mat’);
dat_flat_1 = file_term0.(file_term1.name);
if isempty(get(handles.edit1,’String’))
msgbox(’Please input the GS size.’);
return;
end
sub_image_size=str2double(get(handles.edit1,’String’));
if isempty(get(handles.edit3,’String’))
msgbox(’Please input the begin point pixel for x direction.’);
return;
end
begin_x=str2double(get(handles.edit3,’String’));
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if isempty(get(handles.edit13,’String’))
msgbox(’Please input the guide star number.’);
return;
end
GS_num=str2double(get(handles.edit13,’String’));
if isempty(get(handles.edit17,’String’))
msgbox(’Please input the guide star separation.’);
return;
end
GS_separation=str2double(get(handles.edit17,’String’));
axes(handles.axes1)
imshow(dat_flat_1,[])
for n=1:GS_num
rectangle(’position’,[begin_x+(n-1)*GS_separation,...
begin_x,sub_image_size,sub_image_size],’edgecolor’,’r’);
hold on
end
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